### INDEX

Abbreviations used in index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Annual Digest and Reports of Public International Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Lord McNair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial Incident</td>
<td>Case concerning the Aerial Incident of July 27, 1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIOC</td>
<td>Anglo-Iranian Oil Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJC</td>
<td>American Jewish Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJIL</td>
<td>American Journal of International Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Aron Lauterpacht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYIL</td>
<td>British Year Book of International Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain Frontier Land</td>
<td>Case concerning Sovereignty over Certain Frontier Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLJ</td>
<td>Cambridge Law Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Deborah Turkenkopf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI</td>
<td>Elihu Lauterpacht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function of Law</td>
<td>Function of Law in the International Community (1933)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>Gladys Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardianship of Infants</td>
<td>Case Concerning the Application of the Convention of 1902 Governing the Guardianship of Infants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>Hersch Lauterpacht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>Sir Hartley Shawcross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyde</td>
<td>Hyde’s International Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICGA</td>
<td>Imperial Continental Gas Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDI</td>
<td>Institut de Droit International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILA</td>
<td>International Law Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC</td>
<td>International Law Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILOAT</td>
<td>International Labour Organization Administrative Tribunal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILR</td>
<td>International Law Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNU</td>
<td>League of Nations Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQR</td>
<td>Law Quarterly Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppenheim</td>
<td>Oppenheim’s International Law as edited by ADM or HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Permanent Court of Arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Law Sources</td>
<td>Private Law Sources and Analogies (1927)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUS</td>
<td>Permanent Under-Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIAI</td>
<td>Reports of International Arbitral Awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Passage</td>
<td>Right of Passage over Indian Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Rachel Lauterpacht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘the book’</td>
<td>An International Bill of the Rights of Man (1945)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHRC</td>
<td>United Nations Human Rights Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNWCC</td>
<td>UN War Crimes Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJC</td>
<td>World Council of Jews</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Ambache, Leah (RL’s sister) children (including Suzy Eban and Aura Herzog) 28–9
concerns for during WWII 102
HL and RL stay with in Herzliah (1960) 418
marriage and move to Egypt 28–9
Ambache, Nachman (RL’s nephew) and Stella, née Cornes 194, 211, 223

---
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American Jewish Committee (AJC), see also An International Bill of the Rights of Men (1945) (‘the book’)
Anglo-American relations
deterioration since US entry into war 189
HL recommends reports on US public opinion from British visitors 189–90
HL reports to Gaselee on (30 March 1942) 189–90
US visits to UK
advocacy of 190
Wallace Cole 137, 171
Wendell Wilkie 137, 143
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case 349–53
arbitration clause (Art. 22 of the Concession), continuity under ICJ Statute 349–51
ICJ proceedings
British Government files claim (26 May 1951) 351
HL proposes municipal court proceedings as alternative 353
HL’s draft summary of legal submissions 351–2, 413–14
HL’s Times turn-over article 352–3
interim measures (5 July 1951) 351
preliminary objections (22 July 1952) 351, 355
nationalisation of AIOC assets 349
Annual Digest (AD) (subsequently ILR) 67–70
Advisory Committee 70, 245
Contributions to International Law and Diplomacy series and 68–9
collectors/supporters 70, 147–8
‘lazy or unintelligent’ 241
Preuss (American contribution) delayed 147–8, 151, 152
Rappard, W. E. 239
Richard Baxter 70, 304–5
Stephen Schwebel 70, 304–5
editorial task
see also index and table of cases below
assistance of Gladys (GL) and Bernard Lyons 69, 212
description 69
‘a dull business’ 241
HL bears the burden 68, 69–70, 157
HL continues after election to ICJ 304–5
HL enjoys using notepaper 241
HL’s reasons for undertaking 164–5
‘is all the time with me’ 246–7
‘no-one to take over’ 399
research assistants 427
‘wearying of’ 399
White, Gillian and 68 n. 69
editors
ADM 68

EL 68
Fischer Williams 68
Greenwood, Christopher (Joint Editor) 68 n. 69
finances
commercial basis (John Grant) 69
‘considerable expense’ of carrying back to pre-1919 304–5
grants 68–9, 70, 304–5
HL’s naiveté 68–9
HL’s remuneration (or lack of) 58, 69, 164–5
index and table of cases 213
cumulative index 245
‘donkey work’ 212, 214
GL assists 213
publishers
Butterworths 69
Cambridge University Press 69
discussions/decisions concerning choice 57
Grotius Publications Ltd 69
Longmans 68–9
scope and format 49
ADM approves classification system 57
ADM enthuses over 178
ADM outlines proposal for 50–2
change of title (vol. 17) to International Law Reports (ILR) 68
development since HL’s death 70
HL makes changes: 1938 97–8; 1956 97–8
origin of idea? 67–8
value of
aid to HL’s LSE lectures 59
Beckett on 67–8
as contribution to development of international law as a ‘complete legal system’ 63–4
ILC Statute, Art. 24 and 304–5
‘indispensable instrument for serious students’ 241
Jenks on 420
possibility of UN Codification Division taking back to pre-1919 304–5
volume 7, HL’s work on 103
volume 8 to the printers/proofs 154, 159, 160, 163, 170, 172, 173, 174
ADM approves 178
‘practically finished’ 175
volume 9
‘an expensive volume’ 227
Beckett provides note on Trail Smelter case 179
HL sends copy to Phillips Academy 227
index stage 213, 214
‘nearly over’ 214, 215
printing at ‘unusually great speed’ 214
INDEX

Brierly, J. L.
Chichele Professor of International Law 71, 82
HL's reservations 408–9
HL's tribute to (BYIL, 1955–6) 408–9
HLC and (1949–51) 355, 338
innocuous memoranda 171–2
The Law of Nations 335
sufficiency for a good second 95–6
Spanish nationalist government and 98
support for HL 88
willingness to leave solutions unidentified 408–9
Briggs, Herbert, reviews ‘the book’ 236
British Academy, HL elected a Fellow of (July 1946) 397
British War Crimes Executive, composition (1945) 272–3
British Year Book of International Law (BYIL)
HL's articles for 78–9, 242, 249–50, 265, 284, 291
tribute to Brierly 408–9
reviews of HL's work in 57, 65
under Hurst's editorship 249
Waldock succeeds HL 384, 396
British Year Book of International Law (BYIL) (HL as editor, 1943–55)
Chatham House (RIIA) and 241
‘defaults’/incompetent contributors 239, 246–7, 396
editorial style 249–50
Jenks admires ‘extraordinarily high quality’ 378–9
not pandering to the layman 284
‘editor’s lot is not a happy one’ 396
HL becomes editor (July 1943) 229–30, 249
shows off new writing paper 230
HL's articles for, see also belligerent occupation, ‘The Limits of the Operation of the Law of War’ (BYIL, 1933); ‘The Grotian Tradition in International Law’ (BYIL, 1946)
resignation on election to IJC 378–9, 384
workload 230, 235, 236, 243–4, 246, 247
1944 volume at the printers 247–8
1945 volume at the printers 284
‘long overdue’ 245
returns to work on post-Nuremberg 278, 300
Brodsky, Selig 206, 208, 217, 230
Brown, Gillian G. 363
Brown Scott, James, reviews Private Law Sources in AJIL (1928) 57
Brunyate, Christopher 312
see also Hyderabad case (June–October 1948)
difficulties with HL 318–19, 320–3
‘an academic disdain for practical men of affairs’ 318–19
HL's inexperience at the Bar and 323
hotel arrangements as contributory factor 322
payment of fee and 322–3
procedure and etiquette problems 321–2
Buber, Martin 21
Buckland, William W. 84, 93, 105, 173
Butler, Neville Montagu 120, 242–3, 248
Butler, Nicholas Murray, HL reports on lecture tour (October–December 1940) 115–19
131–2, 143–4
Butterworths and the AD taken over by (1936) 69
turned down by (1927) 57
‘Cambridge Mafia’ 97
Cambridge Series of International and Comparative Law 236, 239
Cambridge University Press, AD and 69
Campbell, Ronald Ian 189
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
grant to AD 68–9, 104
request to write foreword 348–9
US lecture tour honorarium 104, 122–3
Carr, E. H.
on Function of Law 65–7
as guest of HL 171, 201, 242
Garr-Saunders, Alexander 291–2
Carver, Jeremy x, 312 n. 73
Certain Frontier Land (HL's joint dissenting opinion) 412–13
crystallisation of dispute 412
Chandler (Cranmer Road gardener) 152, 191, 197, 204, 214, 223, 226, 236, 243, 245
Chatham House (RIIA)
see also international law, ‘Reality of the Law of Nations’ (Chatham House, 27 May 1941)
BYIL and 241
Publications Committee and HL 241
Chayott, Chief Rabbi (Vienna) 24
Chichele Chair 82
China, recognition issues: see recognition, of China
Churilla (newspaper) 15
City of Benares 109–10
Clark, George Norman 242
codification and progressive development of international law, background to UN Charter provisions (UN Charter, Art. 13) and the establishment of the HLC see also International Law Commission (ILC)
‘Codification and Development of International Law’ (AJIL, 1955) 303
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'codification' as legislation 303
'codification' and 'progressive development', defined and distinguished 303
Committee on the Progressive Development of International Law and its Codification 303
'international law' for purposes of 303
limited nature of UN Charter, Art. 13 302–3
Peaceful Change – The Legal Aspect (1937) 302
perceived absence of procedures for reviewing deficiencies in the law prior to WWII 302
The World's Design (De Madariaga) (1938) 302 n. 61
role of institutions 302
judicial and arbitral decisions, HL's views on 302
Cole, Wallace 137, 171
Collected Papers, HL postpones idea (February 1957) 399
Colombo, C. John 194
Columbia University Press: see An International Bill of the Rights of Man (1945) ('the book'), Columbia University Press and Commager, Henry Steele 183, 184, 216
compulsory jurisdiction of international tribunals/ICJ see also Optional Clause [Art. 36, ICJ Statute]; Optional Clause reservations 'Compulsory Jurisdiction of the ICJ' (HL's comment on Jenks' draft IDI report, 1956) 397–8
compulsory membership of any post-WWII international organisation and 236–7
human rights and: see Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), HL's views on ICGA opinion 297
Kellogg–Briand Pact (1928) and 75
Oppenheim, vol. ii (5th edition) 75
promotion of the property of Prince of Liechtenstein in Czechoslovakia 297
continental shelf, HL's views/opinions on 324–8 see also Gulf oil concessions (Qatar, Dubai and Abu Dhabi), HL's opinions on; Kuwait Oil Company oil concession (1934) (HL's opinion of 14 March 1949); law of the sea (ILC report, 1953) as 'after-acquired' territory 325–6
'newly acquired' territory distinguished 326
applicable law (international law and equity) 325–6 inherent right to 326, 327, 327 n. 101, 327, 328
Continental Shelf Convention (1958) 328
North Sea Continental Shelf cases 328
UNCLOS (1982) 328
proclamations
Kuwait (12 June 1949) 326–7
Truman proclamation (1945) 324–5 rejection of 'The Legal Basis of Claims to the Continental Shelf' (Waldock, Transactions of the Grotius Society 1950) 328
Petroleum Development Company (Qatar) Ltd v. Ruler of Qatar 327
Petroleum Development (Trucial Coast) v. The Sheikh of Abu Dhabi 328
'Sovereignty over Submarine Areas' (BYIL 1950) 328
status of doctrine 325–6
'Contract to Break a Contract' (1936) 74
Cook, A. B. 90–1
Corfu Channel case background 300–1
British team (including HL) 301, Plate 15
HL bows out 301
HL in The Hague 301
merits (minus HL) 301, 413–14
effect of Security Council recommendations (UN Charter, Statute); 372(2) and 310–11
judgment (1949) 301
Cork and Orrery, Earl of, hostility towards HL 360–2
'The Covenant as Higher Law' (BYIL 1936) 78–9
Crotch, W. J. B. and wife, as Cranmer Road lodgers 138, 139, 146
Curzon Committee (1910) 20, 23, 42
Das, Kamal 262
Daube, David 88, 241
Dean, Patrick 273–4, Plate 14
Debenham, Frank 90–1
wife (Barbara) travels by sea (1941) 160
The Development of International Law by the International Court (1958) 400–2
see also ICJ, HL's reflections on causes of inactivity and proposals for revision of Statute (1960); judicial role, HL's view of; 'Revision of the Statute of the ICJ' (1955) advice against 399, 400
The Development of International Law by the Permanent Court of International Justice as forerunner 67
INDEX

The Development of International Law (cont.)
- elimination of critical parts until after
departure from ICJ 400, 401–2, 409
  ‘a more balanced book’ 402
  encouragement for 399
- final stages 414
  ‘fully share your view on all the questions
you cover’ (Jessup) 410
  ‘most impressive’ (Jenks) 401–2
  ‘my most difficult writing’ 402
  work on 399
- diplomatic immunity
  British Intergovernmental Committee on
State Immunity report (1932) 341
  UK Diplomatic Immunities Restriction
  Act 1955 341
  reciprocation case (April 1949) 328–9
- diplomatic relations, recognition distinguished
  334
- dispute settlement, role of
  compromise/settlement between
parties 74, 415
  domestic jurisdiction (UN Charter, Art. 2(7))
effect of Security Council recommendations
  (UN Charter, Art. 39) 311
  human rights and 259–61
  treatment of aliens and 297
- Downing College, offer of Fellowship (1938) 90
- Draper, G. I. A. D. 360
- Duff, Patrick 228
- Dukes, Charles 238
- Ekan, Aubrey/Abba (husband of Suzy (RL’s
niece)) 28–9
  asks HL for draft Declaration of
Independence 305–6
  as Jewish Agency for Palestine UN
  Representative 305
- Economics Tripos, HL argues for retention of
international law as compulsory subject
  296–9
- Ellis Lewis, T. (‘TEL’) 94, 277–8
  encyclopedia of international law 400
  environmental protection 3
- Eretz Israel, HL’s intention to move to 6, 16
  see also Israel, State of
  consults Norman Bentwich about post at
Hebrew University (1925) 39
  consults Rachel’s father about work
  possibilities (1923) 35, 39
  on marriage 10, 32
- European Convention on Human Rights
  (1950)/European Court 3, 263–4
  ‘The Proposed European Court of Human
Rights’ (Grotius Society, February 1949
  (Transactions of the Grotius Society, 1950))
  264, 324
- Evans, Miss 40, 171
  exhaustion of local remedies rule 402, 403
- Fachiri, A. P. 65
- Figgis, John Neville, Studies of Political Thought
  from Gerson to Grotius, 1414–1625 (1907),
  HL’s views on 265
- Finch, George A. 212, 227
- Fischer Williams, John 71
  as AD editor 68
  declines to give reference for HL’s Whewell
  Chair application 84
- Fitzbillies’ cakes 93, 424
- Fitzmaurice, Gerald
  congratulates HL on
  knighthood 393
  South West Africa Voting Procedure 390–1
  HL’s election to ICJ and 375
  ILC treaties rapporteur 359
- Fleisher, Dr, recollections of HL 21–2
  force: see use of force, prohibition
- Ford Foundation, grant to
  68–9, 70, 384–5
- Foster, John Galway
  314 n. 75, 317, 320–2
- François, J. A. P. 359
- Frankel, Max 25, 28 n. 2, 28
- Frankfurter, Felix 105, 120, 143
  unwelcome message to Laski 190
- French–Swedish Permanent Conciliation
  Commission, invitation to chair 355
  resignation on election to ICJ 379 n. 7
- Freund, Dr, recollections of HL 22–3
- Function of Law (1933) 61–7
  dedication to ADM 63–4
  filling the gaps 56, 62–4
  HL as ICJ judge and 388
  HL’s preface 61–3
  international law as ‘a complete legal
  system’ 63–4
  judicial impartiality 63
  judicial interpretation, role 63–4
  justiciability of disputes 60, 62, 65–7, 429
  League of Nations 65–7
  origins 60, 62
  publication 59
  reviews
  AJIL (1934) (Bradley) 63
  BJIL (1934) (Fachiri) 65
  E. H. Carr condemns as utopian 65–7
  Laski accolade 65
  LQR (1933) (Beckett) 64
  ‘the most important English-language
  book on international law in the 20th
  Century’ (Koskenniemi) 67
  Times Literary Supplement (24 August 1933)
  (anon.) 65 n. 36
  a second edition (1957) 399
  working on (February 1958) 414
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Galicia, status 9, 17–18, 19, 20
Gaselee, Stephen
   HL reports to (5 February 1941) 141–5
   HL reports to (30 March 1942) 185, 186–90, 194
   Gaselee replies (23 July 1942) 205–6
   Neville Butler follows up (26 January 1944) 242–3
   prints qualified neutrality memorandum 153
   supports HL’s visits to US (1940/1941–2) 104–5, 160, 173, 186–7, 190
   but can’t help over return flight 182
Gelbard (grandfather of Inka Katz)
   lawyer to Austrian/Polish Railway Company 13
   taken by Germans (31 January 1942) 210
   Vienna and 13
   WWI and 13
Gelbard, Sabka: see Lauterpacht, Sabina
   (Sabka) (HL’s sister) (SL) and Marcelle (Celek) Gelbard (MG)
   General Assembly resolutions, legal effect 389–90
   general principles of law as source of international law (98/9) PCIJ Statute
   (including private law analogies) 53–4
   see also Private Law Sources (1927)
   ab abusu ad usum non valet consequentia 55
   arbitration and 54
   binding effect 53–4
   as means of filling the gaps in international law 54
   positivism and 54, 63–4
   Roman law and 53
   sovereignty and 54
German Reparations Agreement (10 September 1952), HL advises on 355
Gilead, Lew, recollections of HL 24
Gleeds (Cranmer Road housekeeper) 139, 146–7, 162
Gottschalk, Max 254
Grant, John 69
Greenwood, Christopher, as joint editor of ILR 68 n. 69
   HL’s summary of 284–6
Grotius Publications Ltd, AD and 69
Grotius Society meetings and submission of papers to 170, 179, 192, 194, 247, 265
   see also human rights, HL’s advocacy
   ‘Mummy arrived very resplendent’ 247
   ‘The Proposed European Court of Human Rights’ (February 1948) 324
   ‘Revolutionary Propaganda by Governments’ (1927) 60
Guardianship of Infants
   HL’s concurring Opinion 407
   ordre public/public policy 408
   private and public law, distinguishability 406–7, 408
   summary of case 406–7
   treaty compliance 407, 408
Guerrero, José Gustave 417
Guggenheim, Paul 80–1, 356–7
   Noltebahn case 383–4
Gulf oil concessions (Qatar, Dubai and Abu Dhabi), HL’s opinions on 327–8
   see also Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case;
   continental shelf, HL’s views/opinions on; Kuwait Oil Company oil concession (1934) (HL’s opinion of 14 March 1949)
   consultation (3 May 1949) 327
   divergence from Kuwait Oil Company opinion 327
   Petroleum Development Company (Qatar) Ltd v. Rules of Qatar 327
   Petroleum Development (Trucial Coast) v. The Sheikh of Abu Dhabi 328
   traditionalist thinking of HL’s colleagues 327
Gutteridge, Harold Cooke
   ages 139
   career 84 n. 9
   HL assists with International Survey of Labour Decisions for the ILO (1926)
   48 n. 27
   and HL start Cambridge Series of International and Comparative Law 236, 239
   invites HL to dinner 93
   Private Law Sources grant 48
   support for HL 57, 84, 88, 139
Gyrfi, Aron Lauterpacht in 13
Hackworth, Green H. 143, 284, 381, 386, 396
Hague Lectures 1947 259
Hamson, C. J. 90–1, 339–40
Harcourt, William 82–3, 333
HAZ (Organization of Zionist Academics) 10–11, 16, 22
Heald, Lionel Frederick, opposition to HL’s HAZ (Organization of Zionist Academics) 10–11, 16, 22
Heald, Lionel Frederick, opposition to HL’s election to the ICJ 376–7
Hebrew University (Jerusalem)
   HL attends jubilee (1950) and delivers lectures 339
   HL attends opening (1925) 39
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Hebrew University (Jerusalem) (cont.)
HL persuaded to establish branch of the
Friends of 200–1
HL seeks post at 39
HL’s message of congratulation on opening of
Faculty of Law 330
Henderson, Arthur 72–3
Herzliah Society of Zionist Youth (Lemberg)
10–11, 20–1, 22, 23
Herzog, Vivian/Chaim 28–9
Heschless, Dr 15
Hochschulausschuss: see Vienna University,
HL’s studies at, Hochschulausschuss
(Vienna University) (committee for
welfare of Jewish students) (chair,
1921–2)
Holland, Henry Arthur
invites HL to Trinity Audit Feast 86
as University politician 139
‘very kind’ 138–9, 185
Whewell elector 84
Holocaust and HL’s family 5–6, 11–13, 211–20
see also Katz, Inka; Lemberg (Lvov/Lviv),
occupation; Nuremberg trial/London
Charter (1945) and HL.
Day of Fast and Intercession for Jews
murdered in Poland (13 December
1942) 220
final letters 100–1
Henek Ufel (DT’s nephew) dies 12–13
HL continues to hope for news (December
1945) 280
HL ‘wants to keep mind off extermination
in occupied territories’/sublimation
in work 101, 219
HL’s brother Dunek and Ninsia
1939–41 209
1941–2 209–10
taken by the Germans (18 August 1942)
208, 210; Dunek escapes/is recaptured
211
HL’s parents (1939–41) 209
HL’s parents (1941–2)
AL taken by Germans (August 1942)
(Belzec concentration camp) 12, 210
DT moves to Ghetto 210
Ukrainians in flat 210
HL’s reticence over 101, 173, 266, 278,
424–5
Nuremberg Tribunal and 278
HL’s sister Sabka Gelbard and husband
Marcel taken by Germans (18 August
1942) 208, 210
father of Marcel taken by Germans (31
January 1941) 210
Inka Katz’s account (2001) 11–13, 208–9
Home Guard/fire watcher: see WWII and HL,
HL’s military and other wartime
service, HL as Home Guard/fire
watcher
Horowitz, David, recollections of HL 23–4
Huber, Max 417
Hudson, Manley O. 173, 178, 187, 238–9
‘as tyrant and boss of ILC’ 338
Human Rights Act (UK) 3
human rights, HL’s advocacy 3, 6–7, 251–64,
264 n. 40
see also An International Bill of the Rights of Man
(1945) (‘the book’); International Law and
Human Rights (1950); minorities; social
justice, HL’s concern for; UN Human
Rights Commission (UNHRC)
BBC talk (26 October 1949) 339
Boulder lectures (1948) 307
Cambridge Evening News events 354
European Movement Conference (Brussels)
(1949) 262
Grotius Society (January 1949) (‘The
Proposed European Court of Human
Rights’) 262
Hague Lectures 1947 259
ILA Conference (Prague) (1947) 259, 261–2
individuals as subjects of international law
and 229, 251, 252
‘is the struggle worthwhile?’ 261–2
letter to The Times (26 July 1947) 259–61
ILA’s support for 261
as only legitimate purpose of law and
government 420
as rapporteur, Lord Porter’s Committee
(Grotius Society) on the effects of the
Charter on human rights (1945–58)
259
UN Charter, law-creating role 256–7
Art. 2(7) (domestic jurisdiction) 259–61
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(1948), HL’s views on 259–61, 262–3
Hurst, Cecil 60–1, 224
as BIIH editor 249
HL succeeds 229–30, 249
tells stories of State conferences he has
attended 232–3
visits HL at Cranmer Road 231, 232–3
Whewell elector 84
Hyde, Charles Cheney
biographical details 114 n. 16
HL meets 114, 143, 187
on recognition 334
Hyde, Elizabeth 192
Hyderabad case (June–October 1948) 312–23
background
as continuing item on Security Council
agenda 323
Hyderabad’s wish for independence
312–13
risk of Indian invasion 314–15
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‘Standstill’ Agreement (November 1947) 313–14
subsequent litigation in English courts 323
UN proceedings, HL advises on 314–23
see also Brunyate, Christopher, difficulties with HL.
appeal to Security Council (UN Charter, Art. 35) 315–16, 317
Brunyate’s difficulties with HL 318–19, 320–3
Brunyate’s difficulties with Hyderabad 316–17
Brunyate’s doubts 316
conflicting instructions 318–20
during Colorado lectureship 314–15
fee 318, 322–3
General Assembly debate 320
‘hacking about’ the Coward, Chance memorandum 318
HL’s disappointment at outcome 323
Hyderabad as party to ICJ Statute 315–16, 318; unilateral declaration as non-party to Statute 318
India invades 317
meeting with UN lawyers 315, 317
a plebiscite? 318
‘Statehood’ of Hyderabad 314–15
tactical considerations 315–16, 317
termination of arrangement with HL 320–2

ICJ, HL as Judge (1955–60)
see also judicial role, HL’s view of; ‘Revision of the Statute of the ICJ’ (1955)
accommodation and lifestyle
Anna Paulownastraat apartment 418
escapes from The Hague 392–3
sleeping difficulties 379–80
social engagements 396
the stationery 380
Wittebrug Hotel 379–80, 413
arrival in The Hague 43, 379
admission proceedings (10 February 1956) 380–1
election (1954) 5–6, 360, 373
ADM gives practical advice 378
approval/disapproval 377–8; Jenks 378
‘foregone conclusion’ 377
‘of stellar importance’ 374
opposition 375–7
support for 375
judicial activity 383
Plates 24–25
Aerial Incident (dissenting Opinion) 410–11
Certain Frontier Land (HL’s joint dissenting opinion) 412–13
friendships/difficult relationships 381, 394

Guardianship of Infants 406–8
Judgments of ILOAT 398–9
‘meticulous and even-handed’ 395
Norwegian Loans: see Norwegian Loans case (HL’s separate Opinion)
‘not really a committee man’/‘a bit wearisome’ 394, 413–14
‘reserved and cautious’ 387
Right of Passage 404–6
Schwebel’s wish to act as HL’s clerk 394–2
South West Africa Hearings of Petitioners 394–6
South West Africa Voting Procedure 388–91
stresses of 413–14
summary 388
the rough and tumble of international justice 406
work additional to (February 1958) 414

ICJ, HL’s reflections on causes of inactivity and proposals for revision of Statute (1960)
see also The Development of International Law by the International Court (1953); judicial role, HL’s view of; ‘Revision of the Statute of the ICJ’ (1955)
ADM and HL discuss committee to consider ways of remedying 414–18
ADM as member 418
‘authoritative’ committee, importance 416
former judges as members 417, 418
HL offers to obtain 1955 ‘Revision of the Statute’ memorandum 418
HL recommends revival of IDI 1954
Commission 417
published material as basis for 417
risk of damage to prestige of Court 418
causes of failure of States to use Court 419
composition of Court: ‘former diplomats, foreign ministers and legal advisers’ 415–16
lack of expert knowledge of the law 416
risk of criticism causing offence 417
lack of confidence in impartiality of Court 419, 416
procedure, relevance 415, 416
unpredictability of decisions 398, 410, 415–16
HL treads water Interhandel, postponement 414
making work 386
Nottebohm case, HL’s exclusion from 383–4
reality vs appearance of fullish docket collegiate drafting, problems of 417
docket (February 1955) 383, 398
INDEX

ICJ, HL’s reflections (cont.)
imbalance between preliminary stages
and preparation of decision 417
jurisdiction stage, failure to get beyond
415
limited importance of cases likely to come
before the Court 398, 415
need to address 416
settlement between parties and 415
ICJ, role and function
ad hoc judges 374 n. 2
British National Group 1953–4:374–5
‘former diplomats, foreign ministers and
legal advisers’ 415–16
need for reform 417
residence requirement 416, 417
‘Compulsory Jurisdiction’ (HL’s comment
on Jenks’ draft IDI report) 397–8
individuals and 373
judges’ clerks 391–2
jurisdiction 373
see also compulsory jurisdiction of
international tribunals/ICJ
exhaustion of local remedies rule 402,
403
removal of cases for lack of 391
‘treaty in force . . . provides for reference
to the PCIJ’ [Art. 37, Statute] 411–12
justiciability issues 395–6
see also justiciability of disputes
membership at time of HL’s election 381
as principal judicial organ of UN 373
procedure
collegiate nature 413–14, 417
confidentiality of Court’s deliberations
406
controlled approach to questions 382–3
master of its timetable 414
oral proceedings, role 381–2
scope of improvement, relevance 415
separate opinions 391
standing in relation to other international
tribunals 373–4
Idelson, V. 350, 353
ILA
Brussels meeting (1948) 298, 317
HL joins 45
Prague meeting (1947) 259, 261–2, 300
support for HL’s views on the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights 261
Waraw meeting (1928) 17, 21, 45
ILR: see Annual Digest (AD) (subsequently HLR)
individuals in international law 229, 251
ICJ jurisdiction, exclusion from 373
tribunals other than ICJ 373–4
as the ‘ultimate unit of all law’ 252
Inns of Court, grant to AD 68–9
Institut de Droit International (IDI)
‘Amendments to the ICJ Statute’ (‘Huber
Commission’, 1952 resolution/1954
report) 417
‘Compulsory Jurisdiction of the ICJ’ (HL,
comments on Jenks’ draft report, 1936)
397–8
HL becomes an associate (1947)/full
member (1952) 341, 354
HL and RL at Sienna meeting (1952) Plate 21
report on the Interpretation of Treaties
341
Inter-Allied Commission on the Punishment of
War Crimes (1942) 246
Interhandel case (HL’s dissenting Opinion) 404
international arbitration, importance of 374
An International Bill of the Rights of Man (1945)
(‘the book’) 251–7
see also UN Human Rights Commission
(U NHRC)
AJC commission (April 1942) 251
fee 193, 199, 200, 203–4, 214, 251
a second edition? 257, 262–3
Columbia University Press and
HL’s complaints about [American]
approach to proof reading 239, 247
HL’s protests over liberties taken
by/misrepresentation 254
second edition and 257
submission to 252
“The Law of Nations, the Law of Nature
and the Rights of Man” (Lectures, 2,
December 1942 and May 1943) (as
interim stage) 217–18, 219–20, 221, 228,
252
‘a great occasion’ 229
‘an enlightening exposition’ 229
‘a historic occasion’ 229
parallel work by American Law Institute
and American Bar Association 251
publicity for 255
reactions to/reviews
American Bar Association Journal 257
Briggs (Cornell Law Review) 256
HL’s expectation of “outspoken and
impartial”/“uniformly adverse”
criticism 252–3, 254–5
Jessup (AJIL) 255
Quincy Wright (Harvard Law Review) 256
Simpson, Brian 257
scope
Part I (doctrine and jurisprudence) 252
Part II (proposals for content and
enforcement) 252–3
Part III (enforcement) 252, 251, n253
Appendix with extracts from national
provisions (withdrawn) 254
INDEX

a second edition? 253, 262–3
see also International Law and Human Rights
(1950)
UN Charter and 256–7
work on
‘anxious to be through’ 230
‘exhausting’ 233
GL [and RL] type 230, 233, 234
‘a headache’ 234–5
‘heavy going’ 239
‘more serious work on’ 213
‘much connected with political science’ 207
progresses slowly 217, 219, 227, 230
proof stage 246–8
reads in preparation for 206, 207, 214, 215
sends draft to AJC for comment 234–5, 236–7, 234
starts work 200, 203, 205, 208, 251–2
target date for completion 235, 251
‘unpleasant part behind me’ 231
International Commission for Penal
Reconstruction and Development
(Cambridge Commission)
see also Joyce case: ‘The Law of Nations and
the Punishment of War Crimes’ (1944);
Nuremberg trial/London Charter
(1945) and HL, superior orders
ADM chairs 201, 268–9
committee structure 212
Defence of Superior Orders Sub-committee
212, 268–9
HL presents paper on behalf of UK
212–13, 270–1
HL hopes to do good for minorities in
eastern Poland 204, 206
HL lunches/dines with Polish lawyers 204, 206
HL meets President of Belgian Military
Court (General Marcel de Baer)
268
‘means work’ 217
meetings 204, 206, 208, 231, 243–4
war crimes against the Jews, HL’s proposed
WJC paper 246–7, 271
International Judicial Process (1958); see The
Development of International Law by the
International Court (1958)
international law
as ‘a complete legal system’ 63–4
contribution of AD, BYIL and Oppenheim
63–4, 420
‘Cambridge Mafia’ 97
codification and progressive development;
see codification and progressive
development of international law;
background to UN Charter provisions
(UN Charter, Art. 13) and the
establishment of the ILC;
International Law Commission (ILC)
enforcement considerations 75, 229, 251, 253
filling the gaps
see also codification and progressive
development of international law;
background to UN Charter provisions
(UN Charter, Art. 13)
Function of Law 56, 62–4
judicial interpretation and 63–4
justiciability of disputes and 62–3
laws of war and neutrality 77–8
Private Law Sources 54, 56
‘Some Observations on the Prohibition of
Non Lignet and the Completeness of the
Legal Order’ (Symbalae Verzial 1958)
400–1
HL argues for obligatory inclusion in
curricula in Economics Tripos (Cambridge
University) 268–9
of Law Schools 118–19
‘International Law after the Second World
War’ (1950) 329
morality/collective conscience and 78, 420
‘Realism in International Law’ (Colorado,
1948) 307
‘The reality: is there any?’
exasperation (1940) 112–13, 114
the retort 117–18
US lectures (1940) 117–18
‘Reality of the Law of Nations’ (Chatham
House, 27 May 1941) 154, 157, 158, 159,
160, 162, 163
attendance at 168
Buckland comments on 175
extracts from Collected Papers version
165–6
‘not a flop’ 174
possibility of publication 168, 172, 174
reasons for undertaking 165
revisions 170, 175
sources, see also general principles of law as
source of international law (38[3] PCJ)
Statute (including private law
analogies); State practice
International Law Commission (ILC)
see also Survey of International Law in relation to
the Work of Codification of the ILC (1948)
and HL; treaties (ILC rapporteurs)
Codification Division of UN Secretariat
Legal Department and 303–4
AD, possibility of carrying back to
pre-1919 period 304–5
RLLI 304–5

477
INDEX

International Law Commission (ILC) (cont.)
establishment (General Assembly Resolution 174(ii) of 21 November 1947) 303
General Assembly’s responsibility for ‘encouraging the progressive development of international law and its codification’ (UN Charter, Art. 13) and 302–3
HL as member of (1932–6)
’s a comfortable apartment’ 357
’an egregious bit of humbug’ 357–8
anti-Semitism 338
attractions 356
election 356
‘fatiguing’ 357, 358
Geneva 1953 Plate 22
Geneva friendships 356–7
‘I speak a great deal and my proposals are accepted’ 357–8
as rapporteur: Law of the Sea (1953) 359; treaties 358–9
re-election 1953 360
membership
1949 355
vacancies caused by death or resignation 355–6
object 303
obligation of members to act in individual capacities 303
obligation to consider collection and publication of decisions of national and international courts (Statute, Art. 24) 304–5
remuneration (or lack of) 356
International Law Committee (LNU)
HL accepts invitation to join 70–1, 428
HL’s memoranda
League of Nations opinion on act of aggression, obligation to accept 71
PCIJ optional clause 72
war, definition of 71–2
membership 71
Peace Act 1934 73
role of LNU 70–1
State responsibility for criminal acts and
71
International Law Fund
grant to AD 68–9
publishers 262 n. 37
International Law and Human Rights (1950)
see also An International Bill of the Rights of Man (1945) (‘the book’)
AJC sponsorship 257, 262–3
HL completes (5 October 1949) 330
HL has doubts 262–3
HL works on intermittently [1948] 262
proposals for revision of ‘the book’ to embrace UN Charter 257
scope 263
‘Sovereignty and the Rights of Man’ (1950) 339
International Law – the Collected Papers
EL’s decision to publish 4
schema for HL’s intended text-book/treatise 267 n. 5
success of 4
international organisation, HL’s views on American Committee report 238–9
British Committee for the Consideration of the Principles of International Law and Organisation
‘Principles of International Organisation’ (1943) 235, 236; ADM thinks it ‘the most powerful HL has written’ 243
‘too realistic’ 246
E. H. Carr’s criticism of 65–7
judicial impartiality, confidence in as essential 63, 410, 415–16
Kellogg–Briand Pact (1928) as contribution 75
universal and compulsory membership 236–7
US distaste for 236–7
US lectures (1940) 116–17
Israel, State of see also Eretz Israel
Declaration of Independence (14 May 1948) 305–6
Ben-Gurion and 305–6
HL’s draft (at request of Abba Eban) 305–6
National Administration’s discussion of 305–6
HL’s attitude towards 6–7
Zionism and 6–7, 423
Jackson, Robert H
first meeting (Washington, January 1941) 131–2, 135
HL and RL visit 178
HL’s evaluation of 188
‘International Order’ (Inter-American Bar Association, 27 March 1941), uses material supplied by HL 177–8
see also war and neutrality, laws of, qualified neutrality (‘all aid short of war’/memorandum for US Attorney General, 1941)
‘Our American Legal Philosophy’ (New York Bar Association, 24 January 1942), HL assists with 180–2
audience figures 188
HL consults British Embassy 189
HL as discreet first fiddle 181
HL as guest of honour 188
HL’s anxieties 181
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INDEX

as response to Borchard 188–9
workload 424
release of war criminals, correspondence with HL 346–8
works with HL on preparation of Nuremberg 271–2, 277
refutation of isolationists (including Borchard) 188
Jansen, E. E. 427
Jenks, C. W. 427
Jennings, Robert Y ewdall 427
Jerusalem, University of, HL’s lectures on 124
Jewish Agency for Palestine (1923–48)
(subsequently Provisional Government of Israel)
request for interpretation of MacDonald White Paper 99
role 305
Jewish Yearbook of International Law
HL considers possible articles 288
HL declines invitation to join Editorial Committee 288
‘The Nationality of Denationalized Persons’ (1948) 288
Jews, discrimination against/hostility towards in Lemberg 12, 21, 38–9
numerus clausus/in Polish universities 12–13,
15, 16, 21
in professional career 258, 358, 360–2
as reason for decision to move to England 38–9, 49–50
Johnson, D. H. N. 7 n. 8
Jowitt, William 329–30
Joyce case 267 n. 5, 274, 275, 278, 280–3, 323
see also ‘Allegiance, Diplomatic Protection and Criminal Jurisdiction over Aliens’ (CLJ, 1943–7)
Judgments of ILOAT 396–7
judicial role, HL’s view of see also ICJ, HL’s reflections on causes of inactivity and proposals for revision of Statute (1960); justiciability of disputes arbitral and judicial decisions as source of international law 35
see also function of the law value of AD and 67–8
definition of the law through judicial interpretation 63–4
formulation of request for advisory opinion 395
judicial caution/discretion 396, 410
judicial impartiality/independence 63, 396, 410, 415–16
limited importance of cases likely to come before the Court 398, 415
obligations common sense 412–13
completeness of judicial reasoning 410
morality of the law 420
to address all the parties’ contentions 398
to expound and clarify [beyond arguments of parties] 388, 389, 398, 402, 403, 407
predictability 398, 410, 415–16
resolution of conflict between purpose of treaty and its individual provisions 396
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judicial role, HL’s view of (cont.)  
The Development of International Law by the International Court (1958); see The Development of International Law by the International Court (1958)
jurisdiction of disputes  
‘The Doctrine of Non-Justiciable Disputes in International Law’ (Economica (1928)) 60
Function of Law (1933) 60, 62, 429
gaps in the law and 62–3
‘La Théorie des Differends Non-Justiciable en Droit International’ (Hague Academy, 1931) 60
utopian idealism? 65–7, 429
HL’s acceptance of the rough and tumble of international justice 406

Kahn, Sam, sends HL tobacco 200
Kahn-Freund, Otto 88
Katz, Inka x, 11, Plate 18
as Holocaust survivor 11–12, 101
leaves home for ever 120–11
as a maid 211
parents (Dunek and Ninsia) taken by Germans (18 August 1942) 208, 210
marriage (1948) and move to France 101 n. 3, 298, 329
note to EL (August 2001) 11–13, 208–9
reunion with Lauterpacht family (1946) 17, 101, 266
HL rescues her 101, 211, 297–8
Kellogg-Briand Pact (1928) 72–3, 75, 76, 114, 176, 181
Kelsen, Hans
career details 26 n. 3
congratulates on Whewell appointment 87
HL unable to lecture at conference in honour of (1952) 355
HL’s respect for 22
as professor at Vienna University 22, 25, 26–7
King, Brian 86, 88
Kitson Clark, George 213
Korean conflict, legal status
background 343
Cabinet fails to reach a decision 344
Chapter vii enforcement action 344–5
legality of US action in 337–8
Oppenhein 344–5
Shawcross requests HL’s views on 344
Koskenniemi, Martti x, 59 n. 40
on Function of Law 67
on Private Law Sources 56 n. 33
Kuechenmeister case 292–3
Kuwait Oil Company oil concession (1934) (HL’s opinion of 14 March 1949) 325–7
applicable law
legal status of continental shelf 325
‘continental shelf question’ (‘after-acquired’ territory) 325–6
divergence from Gulf oil concessions opinions 327
fee 326
follow-up note (16 May 1949) 326
‘islands question’ 325
Kuwait’s continental shelf proclamation (2 June 1949) 326–7
Sheikh of Kuwait’s reaction to 326–7
languages
see also Lauterpacht, Hersch (1897–1960) (HL), languages
Polish 13, 16, 17–18
Yiddish 9–10, 13
Laski, Harold
applauds Function of Law 65
in Cambridge 172, 196–7, 198–9, 201, 202, 291–2
Frankfurter’s message to 190, 192
regrets HL’s decision not to accept offer of LSE Chair in international law 291–2
‘subject to his limitations’ 192
support for HL 57, 84, 85, 105, 130
Lauterpacht, Aron (HL’s father) (AL)
Belzec concentration camp 12, 210
work in the timber trade/sawmill 9, 12, 20
difficulties post 1929 13
in Gdynia 9, 13, 26, 299
Lauterpacht, Aron (AL) and Deborah Turkenkopf (DT) (HL’s parents) see also Holocaust and HL’s family
correspondence with HL 17
DT congratulates on Whewell appointment 86
DT’s letter to HL and RL (22 March 1926) 39–40
HL urges RL to write to his parents 152–3
HL’s letter to DT (1937) 17
RL has ‘heard nothing more’ (14 May 1944) 138
lifestyle/finances 9
1926 devaluation of zloty, effect 39–40
1926 crisis 13
coaching in international law 40 n. 8
financial security 22
hiding the Christmas tree 13
use of Yiddish 9–10, 13
personality/characteristics
care for DT’s sister’s children 12–13
devout Jews 9–10, 13, 86, 423
generous and loving’ 13
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Lauterpacht, Elihu (EL) and HL (cont.)
HL full of praise 199
HL intends a study of his own for EL 240–1
HL ‘interferes with EL’s holidays’ 237
HL investigates Cambridge University requirements
HL involved in arrangements for EL’s marriage (July 1955) 392–3
HL offers himself as coach 249
HL photographed with EL [and RL] Plates 9–10, Plate 23
HL sends EL ‘good prints’ of Cambridge 227, 228
HL walks EL to school 45
HL wants to consult EL about garden 240
Lauterpacht, Elihu (EL), HL’s
exhortations/letters of advice
see also Trinity College and EL
‘aim for excellence’ 233
‘it’s winning that counts’ 198, 224
‘avoid too easy and carefree a tone’ 156
‘be modest, win friends and keep their friendship’ 124–5, 134, 223
‘but friendships take a lot of time’ 233
debating practice 249
‘dinner jacket an unwarranted expense’ 219
doing our duty in our restricted sphere’ 224
don’t get impatient for message from RL’ 223
EL bears no resentment 224
‘don’t get impatient for message from RL’
‘don’t be greedy’ 156
‘the most effective economy’ 224
‘think of others’
drinking style and techniques
‘a very good friend in your Dad’ 224
‘don’t bother replying’
diary arrangement 212
a French play 182
‘keep your temper’ 266
‘know what you owe to yourself and your name’ 200, 266
limits on legitimate expectations imposed by world situation 214
‘look after RL’ 120, 159, 163, 204–5, 212
‘my son’s a scholar’ 214
‘no cause for loneliness’ 214, 223, 230–1, 232
‘plunge into serious, steady and concentrated work’ 124–5, 134, 205, 232
but time for everything’ 232
do not touch plays with a bargepole’ 232, 237
‘don’t waste your holiday’ 205, 307
learn to say ‘no’ 237
‘plan for the future’ 183, 214, 307
‘tempus fugit’ 265–6
‘read plentifully’ (with suggestions) 126, 172, 183, 184, 194, 233, 240
but selectively 244
‘skipping through’ 183, 184
‘send us message of congratulations on our 20th wedding anniversary’ 225
statement of principles promised 233
still to come 234–5
‘stop worrying!’ 190, 193, 228, 231, 237
about Trinity Scholarship 232, 235, 240, 265–6
‘study algebra’/‘do your best’ 218
study geometry’ 182, 205
HL determined about it 196
‘take nothing for granted’ 223
‘the less excitement the better for you’ 227
‘the most effective economy’ 134
‘think of others’/‘don’t be greedy’ 156, 172,
228, 229
‘too big for a whacking’ 212
‘a very good friend in your Dad’ 224
‘please ask me sometimes for advice’ 212
‘would you still trot after me?’ 235
‘write often’ 215, 224
‘an excellent letter writer’ 227
‘but not if a drain on your time/inventive powers’ 228, 232
‘but watch the cost’ 172
by surface mail 225
diary arrangement 215, 226
‘don’t bother replying’/‘why no letter?’ 172, 176–7
HL explains why he doesn’t write much (but at least once a term) 233, 240,
246–7: ‘my weekly air-mail letter’ 241, 243
‘nothing for 10/17 days’ 227
‘to relieve your anxieties’ 225
writing style and techniques
‘carefully written with good punctuation’ 193, 196, 204, 225
don’t rely on secondary sources’ 240
EL’s proposed article on Elizabethan parliamentarians 267–8
‘think for yourself’ 240, 244
‘very promising’ 172, 204, 235, 240
‘write tidily on good paper’ 7, 156
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| 'your best handwriting' (in pen?) | 159 |
| 'your books [including G. A. Henty] in perfect order' | 225 |
| Lauterpacht, Erica (daughter of DL/HL's niece) | 225 |
| Lauterpacht, Hersch (HL) | 225 |
| Lauterpacht, Aron (AL) and Deborah Turkenkopf (DT) (HL's parents); | 225 |
| Lauterpacht, Aron (AL) and Deborah Turkenkopf (DT) (HL's parents); | 225 |
| relationship with HL; Lauterpacht, David (Dunek); Lauterpacht, Elihu (EL) and HL; Lauterpacht, Sabina (Sabka) (HL's sister) (SL) and Marcelle (Celic) Gelbard (MG) | 225 |
| life in outline 1, 5–6, 442 | 442 |
| birth (Zólkiew) (1897) | 9, 19 |
| move to Vienna (1919) | 17, 26 |
| marriage: see Lauterpacht, Hersch (HL) and Rachel Steinberg (RL) | 225 |
| move to England (1923) | 5–6, 18 |
| knighthood (1955) | 393, Plate 26 |
| death (8 May 1980) | 418–19 |
| grave | 421 |
| obituary | 7 n. 8, 421–2 |
| biographical and academic writings on HL | 424 |
| photograph of Plates 1–26 | 424 |
| career | 424 |
| see also ICJ, HL as Judge (1955–60); International Law Commission (ILC); International Law Committee (LNU); LSE and HL; Nuremberg trial/London Charter (1945) and HL; practice at the Bar; United States; HL’s missions (general); Vienna University, HL’s studies at; Whewell Chair (HL) (1938–55) | 424 |
| academic ambitions | 424 |
| The Avantgarde Mend | 424 |
| The BBC talk on human rights | 1949) | 339 |
| 26 October | 339 |
| British Academy, elected a Fellow of | 307 |
| (July 1948) | 307 |
| Curzon Committee (1918) | 20, 23, 42 |
| Downing College offer of Fellowship | 90 |
| examinations, mediocre results/scorn for | 15, 24, 26–7 |
| Franco-Swedish Permanent Conciliation Commission, invitation to chair | 335 |
| Hebrew University, seeks post at | 1925 | 39 |
| military service in Austrian Army | 1915–16) | 13–14, 18, 20, 38; service in the sawmill as 13–14, 20 |
| military service (registration for US selection draft) | 183 |
| military service in WWII, age-bar 100, 104 | 104 |
| as pioneer | 3 |
| politics, avoidance of | 46, 72–3, 132–3, 428, 429 |
| Trinity College: see Trinity College and HL | 429 |
| education | 429 |
| 'a brilliant student’ | 19, 31, 40, 42, 87 |
| Berlin: see Berlin, HL in (1922–3) | 87 |
| choice of law at parents’ urging 19 | 87 |
| closure of schools (1914) | 19 |
| Humanist Gymnasium, Lemberg 11, 19 | 19 |
| Lemberg University (1915–18) | 9, 14, 15; see also Lemberg University | 19 |
| Marburg (Philips University), HL’s application for admission to (1922) | 15 |
| preferred subjects 19 | 28 |
| Vienna University (?1919–20): see Vienna University, HL’s studies at | 28 |
| friendships | 28 |
| see also interpersonal relations below and McNair, Arnold Duncan (Lord McNair) (ADM) (1885–1975) and HL; United States, HL’s missions (general), contacts/networking ‘a constant inspiration to live up to their nobility’ | 28 |
| acquaintances distinguished 191 | 223 |
| at LSE 424 | 223 |
| Bourquin 15 | 191 |
| ‘Cambridge such a friendless place’ 225 | 191 |
| ‘don’t expect too much of them’ 191 | 191 |
| Geneva/ILC | 356–7 |
| child friends 19–20 | 356–7 |
| ICJ | 356–7 |
| Jenks 7–8. 356–7, 419–21; see also Jenks, C. W. | 419–21 |
| lack of extended family | 421 |
| personal recollections following HL’s death 18–25 | 421 |
| school years 20, 424 | 18–25 |
| ‘take a lot of time’ | 233 |
| a talent for | 424 |
| Vienna 424 | 233 |
| warmth of/keeping his distance | 18–25 |
| hard worker/‘no waster of time’ | 8, 9–10, 20, 146, 172 |
| at LSE (1935–7) (‘unrelenting activity’) | 172 |
| in Berlin 31–2 | 172 |
| boredom consequent on idleness 183: ICJ | 172 |
| in Cambridge: see also WWII and HL, HL’s military and other wartime service; April/May 1941 | 383, 386 |
| 154, 157 | 386 |
| April 1942 | 191, 195, 196, June 1942 | 199, 195 |
| July 1942 | 193, August 1942 | 208 |
INDEX

Lauterpacht, Hersch (1897–1966) (HL) (cont.)
November 1942 217, 219; December 1942 221; July 1943 230; October 1943 235; December 1943 238–40, 241; January 1945–May 1944 243–8;
October 1952 341; ’excessive’ (1948) 300, 323; ’I see the light’ 241; ’much less than in previous winters’ (November 1942) 219

conscientiousness 133
dislike of ‘donkey work’ 212, 214, 246–7, 399
examination obligations in Cambridge 138–9, 159, 163, 168, 170, 185, 186, 199, 247–8, 267
’immeasurable letters’ 191
not much time on meals 426
Nuremberg trial/Joyce case 267
changes doctor 216
proving his worth at LSE 214
check-up (and ’nothing wrong’) 213
stamina 132, 133
takes on too many unnecessary jobs 217
’time for everything’ US lecture tour (October–December 1940) 121, 122, 124, 125, 126, 128, 129–30, 424
Wellesley College, July 1941–March 1942 180
work with Robert Jackson, 1941–2 424
’work means more to you than to most men’ 287

health
’a cold [all the time]’ 113–14, 124
bowel cancer 418–19
bronchitis (February 1958) 354
changes doctor 216
check-up (and ’nothing wrong’) 213, 214
a chill 202
a cold from wet feet? – tips toes up! 428
colds and several days in bed 224
cuts down on smoking 235
eats too much 386, 413
false teeth 238
’feeling very well’ 198
flu 224, 226
heart attack (October 1959) 413:
convalescence (with RL) in Israel 418;
lifestyle and 413; stress and 413–14
’the heat does not affect me too well’ 203
illness following South West Africa Voting Procedure 391
’jaw stops trembling’ 79
’not too bright’ 221
’not touched the medicinal’ 207
’the old trouble’ 201, 211, 213, 222–3
perks up 213–14, 215–16
’physically and mentally very worn down’ 261–2
Prague ILA meeting (1947) and 261–2, 900
prescribed ’thyroid’ 213
’seedy’ after travel from Nuremberg to Cambridge (November 1945) 275–6
sinus infection/hospital stay 323–4
sleeps badly/better 193, 197, 201, 216, 231:
an early riser 425; demand for silence in the house 425; dependence on sleeping pills 425; doctor prescribes ’some good sleep’ 223, 298; The Hague (1955) 379–80
a slimming cure 213, 214; artificial sunbathing 204
’sunbathing does one good’ 203
’sunshine . . . and I feel correspondingly better’ 212
takes exercise 214, 223; but too little 413
tiredness in Cambridge 134, 157, 208:
exhausted by ’the book’ 233;
January/February 1946 263–4; ’slightly groggy’ after disturbed night 207
tiredness on US tours 132, 141, 142, 133, 177
tiring day in London 192, 194, 223
tiring ILC schedule 357, 358

holidays
France and Florence (with RL) 354
France (with RL) (1955) 392–3
Frinton-on-Sea (joins RL and EL) (1936) 73–4
Hove 525–4, 544, 392–3
Lake District with RL 233–5
as remedy for ’running out of steam’ 424
in Sidmouth with ADM (January 1957) 399
Switzerland 79, 344, Plate 12

intellectual qualities
common sense 412–13
confluence of speculative philosophy and the common law 74, 420
formidable memory 20, 423
intellectual energy 420, 423
moral purpose 420
research/theory, preference for 24, 49–50, 426: Private Law Sources (1927) 56
reserved and cautious approach [to revision of ICJ Statute] 387; ’a more balanced book’ 402; ’meticulous and even-handed’ 395, 402, 403
respect for study and learning 9–10
respect for teaching 96, 141
utopian idealist? 65–7, 429

interpersonal relations
see also friendships above
’academic disdain for practical men of affairs’ 318–19
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avoidance of confrontation 424; ‘omit boastful descriptions/implying that others are utopian dreamers’ 398
a back-seat driver 92–3
children’s affection for 424
disciplinarian 111; see also Lauterpacht, Elihu (EL) and H.L. Trinity College and EL
‘discreet first fiddle’ 181
‘efficiency and understanding’ 354
humour (variously biting/acute) 24, 31, 95–6, 426–7
Hyderabad difficulties 318–19, 320–2
with ICJ colleagues 390: ‘I could do it without hurting anyone’ 417
as ILC member 357–8
with Jewish refugees 423
kindness 20, 45, 318–19
leadership qualities/organisational ability 10–11, 16, 19, 20–2, 23, 24, 25, 28, 423
with Linklaters 326
‘Lumpersplash’ 104
observer of Synthia passengers 112
politeness 30–1
preference for doing it himself/‘not a committee man’ 413–14, 417, 427
readiness to say ‘sorry’ 159, 162
‘sensitivity, understanding and affection’ 7
suffering fools gladly?: as editor of BYIL 396; ‘exercise the greatest patience and self-control!’ 338–9, 424; ‘scenes’ 106, 109, 110; ‘slowly learning to keep my temper’ 294
‘warm, welcoming and hospitable’ 424
Jewish faith, adherence to 5
Jewish refugees, relations with ‘he is out of place’ (Earl of Cork and Comberton) 215
language and
German 13–14, 16, 26–7, 31
Greek 31
Hebrew 16, 20, 22, 29–30, 31, 33–5, 58:
‘What good Hebrew for a Goy’ 339
Italian 13–14, 16, 23
Latin 31
mother tongue 5–6
Polish 16, 21, 23, 31: ‘finds it rather difficult to write or speak’ 198
Ukrainian 17–18, 23
Yiddish 16
lecturing skills ‘a flop’ 190
‘a great occasion’ 229
‘a great piece of humbug’ 128
‘above the heads’ 229
adjusting to a ‘low-level’ audience 121
anxieties 96, 426–7
‘applause, as usual’ 159
at LSE 59, 426–7
careful preparation 59, 95–6, 426–7
dresses properly 96, 427
‘enlightening exposition’ 229
‘I did well’ 122, 128
‘lucid and comprehensive’ 95–6
‘no end to the clapping’ 123
‘not an opera singer’ 130
ovation [and tears] 182, 307
‘rotten [but they clapped]’ 122, 125
‘tiring’/stress and physical effort’ 245, 426–7
leisure pursuits see also holidays above celebrates birthday 208, 211, 232
tow-path 227
chess 109, 110, 183–4, 196, 208, 243:
collecting chess sets 196, 208, 211, 212, 216–17, 227, 231, 232, 234, 236
cinema 125, 183, 224
‘as collector’ of paintings and antiques 323
concert-going/listening to music 30–1, 227, 235
‘music as background to work’ 425
cultural interests 27
dancing 19–20
foray’s into the garden 427
piano-playing 9–10, 19–20, 30, 31, 425
reading habits 13–15, 246
sits for his portrait and gets it framed 215, 221
a smoker (Walnut tobacco) 200, 207–8, 218, 222, 224–5, 229, 231, 235
students’ drinking habits and 20
Vitzi the cat 231, 428
walks: but no dog 428, Chesterton tow-path 238; on the Coton footpath 43, 167; ‘so lacking in variety’ 238; to
Comberton 215
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Lauterpacht, Hersch (1897–1960) (HL) (cont.)
watching football/rugby from Cranmer Road 138, 425–6
nationality
Austrian 17–18
Certificate of Registration (1923) (Aliens Order 1920) 18, 38
certificate of release from (1933) 18
naturalisation as British subject (1931) 18, 258: ‘not British by origin but . . . ’
375–6; ‘not thoroughly British’ 376–7
Polish 18, 38
‘Polishness’ 17–18: see also Poland, HL’s relationship with
personal characteristics
see also intellectual qualities above
an A1 cook and handyman 236, 279
‘an eternal hovering smile’ 95–6
appreciates good food 123, 177, 170, 180, 185, 194, 196–7, 208, 211, 220, 221, 222, 232: Dutch herring with EL 380; gives up coffee 216; hot dogs 113 n. 14
cleanliness, attachment to 111, 112, 114
concern when faced with the unfamiliar
173, 176–7, 178
conservatism towards women and their appearance 36–7, 42–3, 160, 169
courage and resilience [in face of
anti-Semitism] 358, 360–2, 423–4
dresses properly: ‘a thin summer coat’
203; a black homburg 427; changes woollens for Aertex 111; courting RL
30–1; EL’s susceptibility to looking ridiculous 168; for lectures 96, 427; ‘old shorts and light sports shirt’ 231; seven vests a day/changes shirt 124, 427;
‘sloppy’ clothes while working at home
425, 426
a good winner/bad loser 243: life a series of
mountain ranges 266–7
learning from experience 323
likes quality stationery 230, 380
moral purpose 420
a plump face 221
politics, avoidance of 46, 132–3, 428, 429
reserved nature 20, 24, 25, 31: ‘a
hard-boiled egg’ 180, 193; low profile 4; not ‘romantic’ 31; ‘not too lonely’
[thanks to EL’s visits] 221, 284;
reticence over family in Low (1941)
101, 175, 178, 424–5
a self-made man 24
seriousness 9–10, 20, 24
stickler for punctuality 426
summoned by gong 426
a trimmer? 377–8
a worrier: but not about what other
people say/exam results 24, 243; as
cause of sleeping difficulties 298; ‘it’s in
the family’ 130, 228; nothing left to
courage; wartime travel by sea 157, 158,
159, 160, 162, 166–7, 171
reading matter
see also Lauterpacht, Elihu (EL), HL’s exhortations/letters of advice, ‘read plentifully’ (with suggestions)
America in Midpassage (Charles and Mary Beard) 109
Das Komaden des Ghetos (Zangwill) 15
Das philosophisch-¨okonomische System des Marxismsus (Hammacher) 14
Der Krieg und die Volkswirtschaft (Landsberger) 14
English classics as style guide 427
Growth of the American Republic (Commager & Morrison) 183; EL won’t read 226
Julianus Apostata (Mereschkowski) 15
Krieg und Wahrung (Feder) 14
Laws of Moses and the Code of Hammurabi
(1903) (Cook) 14
Le systeme socialiste et l’évolution économique (Bourquin) 15
Lehrbuch der Institutionen des romischen Rechts (Czyhla) 14
Les assurances sociales en France et`al’etranger (Pic) 14
L’évolution du droit et la conscience sociale (Tanon) 14
novels (unusually) 182
The Peace Negotiations (Lansing) 27
Psychologie sociale contemporaine (Maxwell)
14
Wealth of Nations (Adam Smith) 14
travels (professional)
see also Berlin, HL in (1922–3)
Czechoslovakia (1948) [a negative view]
261–2
from Nuremberg to London (November
1945) 275–6
The Hague (1922) 27
The Hague (1937) 85
The Hague (1948) 301
The Hague (1955–60) 379
loses his hat en route to Villars 85
New York (1948) ‘not conducive to
concentrated work’ 304
to London (‘I hate it’) 191, 192, 194, 241,
247
writing techniques
article-writing 427
choice of notepaper 239, 241
comments on Jenks’ articles/reports 392,
397–8
English classics as style guide 427
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`length should be relative to contents` 397–8

a perfectionist 427

‘the secret is the devotion of patience to revising again and again’ 234, 244, 267–8: but learning to draw the line 243, 244

working alone 427

writings 430–42 (Appendix v: published writings in order of date of publication) see also The Development of International Law by the International Court (1938): The Function of Law (1933); An International Bill of the Rights of Man (1945); International Law and Human Rights (1950); International Law – the Collected Papers: ‘The Law of Nations and the Punishment of War Crimes’ (1944); Manual of Military Law (Part iii) (1950–6); Private Law Sources (1927); Recognition in International Law (1947); Survey of International Law in relation to the Work of Codification of the ILC (1948) and HL4; war and neutrality, laws of AFOC; summary of legal submissions 351–2

‘Allegiance, Diplomatic Protection and Criminal Jurisdiction over Aliens’ (CLJ) 283 articles in Herzliah Society journals 20–1 articles in Polish newspapers 17

‘Can some application of the Federal principle make any contribution to the post-war settlement?’ (1940) 58

‘Codification and Development of International Law’ (AJIL 1955) 303

Collected Papers (HL; postpones idea, 1957) 399

‘Contract to Break a Contract’ (1936) 74

contributions to the Annual Survey of English Law (1928–47) 61

‘The Covenant as Higher Law’ (BYIL 1936) 78–9

‘The Development of International Law by the PCIJ’, lectures on (1934) 67 diary (20 September – 6 October 1940) 105–14

‘Doctrine of Continuous Voyage, 1756–1815’ (in conjunction with Orby Mootham) 59–60

‘The Doctrine of Non-Justiciable Disputes in International Law’ (Economica 1928) 60

encyclopedia of international law? 400

‘Equality of States in the League’ (Memorandum for League of Nations Union) (not traced) 71

‘Fomenting and Preparing Revolutions in Foreign Countries’ (AJIL 1927) 60

‘Freedom of the Seas: Implications of the Norwegian Fisheries Case (The Times, 8 January 1952) 354


Hague: Lectures (1937) 85

Haile Selassie, memorandum for (1936)/‘Credentials of the Abyssian Diplomat’ (BYIL 1937) 79–80

‘illumine and enlarge the law’ 420

International Judicial Process (1938) 399, 400–1

‘International Law after the Second World War’ (1950) 239

The Interpretation of Article 18 of the Mandate for Palestine’ (1939) 98–9

‘Is international law different in nature from other law’ (1932) 38

‘Kelsen’s Pure Science of Law’ (1933) 26 n. 3

‘La Théorie des Differends Non-Justiciable en Droit International’ (Hague Academy, 1931) 60

letters to The Times, on Universal Declaration of Human Rights (26 July 1947) (‘very long’) 259–61

‘The Limits of the Operation of the Law of War’ (BYIL 1953) 291

Mandates under the League of Nations (Das volkrechtliche Mandat in der Satzung des Völkerbundes (PhD thesis) 24–27

‘my own text-book/treatise’ 267

‘The Nationality of Denationalized Persons’ (1948) 288

notebook (1915–16) 13–15: travels of 14

Opinion for British Embassy, Washington (February 1942) 183

‘own big treatise’ (not completed) 241, 278, 280, 283–4

Peaceful Change – The Legal Aspect (1937) 302

‘The Problem of Jurisdictional Immunities of Foreign States (BYIL, 1951) 340

‘The Proposed European Court of Human Rights’ (Grotius Society, February 1949 (published 1950)) 262, 274

on recognition (6 January 1950) 332–5

‘Resurrection of the League’ (1941) (review of A Great Experiment (Cecil) 147, 131, 151, 164–5, 174
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*Lauterpacht, Hersch (1897–1960) (HL) (cont.)*

- *Revision of the Laws of War* ([LSE lecture, 2 February 1933] 359
- *Revision of the Statute of the Court*, see also *Revision of the Statute of the ICJ* (1955)
- *Revolutionary Propaganda by Governments* ([Grotius Society (1927)]) 60
- Second editions, pressure for 357
- *Some Observations on the Prohibition of Non Liquef and the Completeness of the Legal Order* ([Symbolae Verzi 1958]) 400–1
- *Some Problems of the Law of War in Jewish Law* ([1943]) 240
- *Sovereignty over Submarine Areas* ([BHIL 1950]) 328
- *Sovereignty and the Rights of Man* ([1950]) 339
- *Spinoza and International law* ([BJ 1927]) 60–1
- *Teaching of Law in Vienna* ([1925]) 39–60
- *The US and the PCIJ* ([Survey of International Affairs (1926)]) 59–60
- *Westlake and Present Day International Law* ([1925]) 46

Zionism and: see *Zionism and HL*

*Lauterpacht, Hersch* (HL) and Rachel Steinberg (RL)

- see also Lauterpacht, Rachel, née Steinberg (1900–86) (wife of HL) (RL)
- Courtship (1922) 17, 32–5
- Berlin (Christmas 1922) 31–2
- A ‘correct’ letter 31
- Effect on HL’s routine 31–2
- RL’s doubts about seriousness of HL’s intentions 32
- To kiss or not to kiss 31, 32
- Engagement (1922) 17, 32–5
- Announcement (Palestine Daily Mail, 2 January 1923) 33
- By surprise 32
- HL’s parents’ approval 32
- RL’s parents and 32–3; HL’s reasons for not seeking approval 34

*Finances/lifestyle*

- ‘A comfortable apartment’ in Geneva 357
- Acquiring furniture 90, 91–2
- AD’s remuneration (or lack of) 58, 69
- ADM’s advance ([c. 1924]) 42, 47–8
- ADM’s offer ‘to help with money’ 42, 47, 51
- Bar earnings 323: *Hyde Park* £318, 322–3; Kuwait Oil Company 326
- A car: an uncertain driver 426; HL buys 426; HL sells 232
- As cause of tension 37, 91–2: but out of concern for RL and EL 424–5
- Chess sets vs Whewell House 216–17
- Difficulty in paying LSE fees 40
- Eating in the kitchen 91, 426
- Effect of financial losses of parents of HL and RL 39
- Election to the Athenaem 284
- EL’s school fees 122–3, 124–6, 248
- EL’s ‘Trinity expenses’ 266–7
- Entertaining friends and colleagues 92, 93, 206, 232–3, 271 n. 18, 284, 355, 424; see also Trinity College and HL, entertains guests; Fitzbillies’ cakes 93, 424; frequency 426; keeping the numbers down 236
- Feeling affluent (unlikely), will send a cable 223
- Financial security 323
- Financial support to RL in Berlin 32
- Hierarchy of professors and professors’ wives 93
- HL chides RL for her extravagance/urges her to economise 91–2, 134, 135, 168–9, 222; dinner jacket for EL 219
- HL cuts down on smoking/Walnut 39
- House-buying/flat hunting 58
- Income tax: retirement from the Bar and 91, 125–6
- As ICJ judge 379
- ILC and 336
- Income from lodgers 136, 151
- Income tax: retirement from the Bar and 265, ‘takes half one’s salary’ 203–4, 216–17, 251 n. 1; Wellesley salary 178, 181
- An International Bill of the Rights of Man ([1945]) fee 195, 199, 200, 203–4, 214, 251
- A low budget 36, 39
- LSE salary 58, 91–2
- Hunch at the Ladies’ Annex of the Athenaem 323
- ‘Money extremely scarce for professional people’ 219
- Morning tea together (will EL join them?) 237
- ‘No money worries’ 202
- No six pence for RL’s fare to meet ADM ([1923]) 42–3
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not a cyclist 426; nor much of a driver 426
Opfenheim royalties 164–5
professional fees 98
remuneration for classes in Cambridge
[Lent Term 1937] 82
[resident] domestic servants 91–2, 93,
200, 229, 236, 426; HL keeps house
(November 1935–March 1948) 279
RL’s birthday telegram 211
RL’s housekeeping skills 36, 229; bearing
the housework cheerfully 236
RL’s sandwiches 43
a shilling in the meter 38
travel to London ‘too expensive’ 192, 241
‘uneventful’ 233
US missions: see United States, HL’s
missions, finances
‘what a waste of postage’ 212
homes in Cambridge (6 Cranmer Road)
(1938–60/1986)
see also Squire Law Library, Room No. 7,
HL’s use of
‘beautifully clean’ 139, 146–7, 162, 191–2,
202–3
‘but not in a hurry’ 86
Cambridge ‘at its best’ (May 1941) 163
‘Cambridge such a friendless place’ 225
costs of 91–2
description of 91
garden in good shape 152, 154–5, 162, 168,
171, 172, 174, 191, 192, 193, 194, 197, 205,
214, 216, 217, 223, 224, 225, 227, 243, 247;
Plate 17; see also Chandler (Cranmer
Road gardener); favourite flowers – but
not for cutting 428; grass parched 231;
greengages a delight 162, 214, 428; HL
having to bear the burden [with RL as
chief assistant] 236, 243; HL keeps lawn
free of weeds 427; military lorry makes
a mess 226; a part-time gardener 427
heating arrangements 91–2, 227; central
heating 91–2, 323; stove provides good
heat 217
HL has 3 women to look after him (and a
sock darning) 202–3, 206
HL lonely (Passover 1941) 153–4
HL’s rooms in Trinity 90, 93–4, 425–6
HL’s study: Chandler builds more shelves
214; core of his life 426; a grander desk
91–2, 425–6; ‘library better than I expected’/sufficient for research 207,
427; the little study 91; ‘lovely and
clean’ 231; mahogany bookcase 196
‘how little it has changed’ 174, 191–2
‘in perfect order’ 198, 220
lodgers 91, 102–3, 140–7, 148, 151; see also
Robbins, Colonel and Mrs Tommy
(lodgers) (and Swiss housekeeper); billeting, danger of 199, 200, 219;
difficulty finding the right ones 201,
202–3, 222
neighbours 90–1, 152, 192, 197; see also
Thomas, D. Winton; Winfield, Percy
a ‘professorial’ road 90–1
purchases lease from ADM (1938) 90
redecoration (1938) 90, 91–2
redecoration (1955) 379
RL maintains 36
on a war-footing 102, 138–9, 151, 163, 175,
185–6, 193
Whewell House, Grange Road rejected
198, 216–17
homes in London
house vs flat 38
N7 (Hillmarten Road) 38
NW2 (Walm Lane, Cricklewood) 36,
Plate 10: working arrangements 425
NW6 (Brondesbury Villas) 38
difficulties 40, 42–3, 45
WG1 (Hunter Street) 38
WG1 (Regent Square) 38
why London? 38–9
why so many? 39
why these? 40
homes in The Hague (1955–60): see ICJ, HL
as judge (1955–60), accommodation
and lifestyle
homes in US (HL’s accommodation)
Charlottesville/Duke University
compared 121
Kansas 125, 126
New Orleans 123
homes in US (mainly RL)
4002 221st Street (Bradleys’) 113 n. 14,
125–6
‘hands full of it’ 128
‘not too low a part of New York’ 121
Riverdale 135, 177: ‘flat must be kept’ 158,
162, 165, 192; gives up and moves in
with HL’s relations (September 1942)
215
staying with relatives 203
marriage (in Vienna) (1923) 13, 17
20th anniversary 225, 227
21st anniversary 246
23rd anniversary 207
best man (Leon Steinig) 35–6
DL, Ninia and SL’s attendance 35–6
dowry, HL and his parents’ disagreement
34–5
HL’s intention to move to Eretz Israel:
see Eretz Israel, HL’s intention to
move to
HL’s parents’ attendance 17, 35–6, 246
MS’ attendance 35–6, 246
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Lauterpacht, Hersch (HL) (cont.)
RL’s sadness at absence of GS and marriage in foreign land 246
travel to London via Hamburg and Grimsby 35-6
meeting (1921?) 28, 29
RL’s descriptions of: first meeting 29–30;
second meeting 30
relationship ‘an ideal marriage’ 36 n.11
HL leaves looking after the heating to RL 91–2
HL marks with flowers 192, 198
HL’s dominance 32–3, 37
RL leaves it to HL to decide 169
HL’s devotion 5, 36, 169, 287, 424
RL’s refusal to consider remarriage after HL’s death 37
shared interests 36
times apart 36
times together on HL’s travels 37, 379
tensions
DT’s nail varnish 36
financial hardship and 37, 91–2, 155
HL’s angry silence 36–7
RL resorts to the piano and Beethoven 37
HL’s dominance 15
RL’s refusal to consider remarriage after HL’s death 37
shared interests 36
times apart 36
times together on HL’s travels 37, 379
Lauterpacht, Julius (HL’s uncle) and Sarah 145–6, 153
HL moves in/will of privacy 215
Lauterpacht, Ninsia (wife of DL/HL’s sister-in-law) (Ninsia), marriage (1926) 13
Lauterpacht, Rachel, née Steinberg (1900–80) (wife of HL) (RL)
appearance
beauty 28
dishelved 42–3
hairstyle, HL likes/dislikes 36–7, 166
nail varnish 160, 167, 169
HL chides HL for his criticisms 168–9
death (1980) 421
friendship with Lady Marjorie McNair 43
German language and 29–30
health
deafness 92: ‘enjoying conversation without difficulty’ 221–2; operation in New York 331
dental problems 151, 164
‘getting into shape again’ 197
HL urges RL to take care 180
suffers from the cold in London 38, 31
HL meets RL’s Detroit family (Bennett) 129, 130–1
HL ‘takes over’ 32–3, 37, 279, 424–5
see also in the US (1940–3), correspondence with HL below
HL’s parents and 17
‘I have heard nothing more’ (RL to HL, 14 May 1941) 158
wartime correspondence with 152–3
music skills/as talented pianist 29, 30–1
at times of tension 37
move to Vienna (1922) 29
Royal School of Music (London), plans for 32, 39
nationality
British passport 39
a Palestinian 10, 28
in Palestine (November 1945–March 1946), HL corresponds with 275–6, 277–80
parents: see Steinberg, Michael (MS) and Gittel (GS) (RL’s parents)
meets ADM
personality
‘extravagance’ 91–2, 155, 168–9, 222
faux pas 107
independent spirit 29, 33: after marriage? 37
knits and shows maternal instinct 110
photograph of Plate 3, Plates 6–7, Plate 10, Plate 16, Plates 18–19, Plate 21, Plate 26
suitors
a choice 31
‘S’ (escort to Berlin) 31
in the US (1940–3), correspondence with HL
see also Lauterpacht, Hersch (HL) and Rachel Steinberg (RL), homes in US (mainly RL)
during US lecture tour (1940) 119–31
exhortatory nature 424–5
from Cambridge: January–March 1941
138–9, 143–7, 151–2; April–July 1941
153–6, 166–7; May 1942 103–6; April 1942–December 1942 191–220;
December 1942–January 1943 220–3; ‘a weekly airmail letter’ (at least) 138, 183; delays 171, 174, 208, 211, 215–16, 218
HL advises patience towards Julia and Sarah Lauterpacht 218
HL asks her not worry him/no wretched letters’ 155–6, 167
HL makes no mention of his parents 101
HL prays for a safe journey 221, 223
HL and RL play chess 183–4
HL sends RL a present (Waterman pen) 175
HL spends 1/3d in apology for ‘quarrelsome and reproachful letter’ 139
INDEX

HL urges economy 155, 138; 'but don’t get despondent about the money position' 158; but himself 'wastes postage' 212
HL urges RL to 'relax and enjoy yourself'/'take fresh air' 151, 153–6, 203; delighted that she is doing so 221–2
HL urges RL to write to his parents 152–3 a job for Rachel?  
RL needs cheering up (HL to EL)  
HL urges RL to 'relax and enjoy yourself'  
HL urges economy 155
'centre of the stage'/'model for military tribunals' 100, 204, 271–2
completed 203, 212
grappling with 200, 208
'a longish article on' 245, 251–2
progresses well 198
publication in AJIL 212
publication in BYIL (1944) 269 n. 8
studying the problem 193
summary of HL’s argument on superior orders 268–9
working on 199
Law Officers’ Opinions (1956) (ADM) 41–2
law of the sea (ILC report, 1953) 359
see also continental shelf, HL’s views/opinions on
Lawrence, T. J. 82–3
League of Nations
see also international organisation, HL’s views on
compromise, acceptability where facts are sole issue 74
Council’s handling of assassination of
King Alexander of Yugoslavia (134) 73, 74
'The Covenant as Higher Law' (BYIL 1936) 78–9
Function of Law and 65–7
Haile Selassie, memorandum for
(1936)/'Credentials of the Abyssian Diplomat' (BYIL 1937) 79–80
‘Resurrection of the League’ (1943) (HL’s review of A Great Experiment (Cecil) 147, 151, 152, 164–5, 174
legal effects
General Assembly resolutions 389–90
Security Council recommendations 307–12
Legal Effects of War (ADM) 41
Lehman, Herbert Henry 183
Lemberg (Lwów/Lviv)  
see also Holocaust and HL’s family
anti-Jewish attitudes/pogroms 12, 21, 23–4, 38–9
Jewish militia to protect against 21, 23–4
size of Jewish community 12
changes in status 17–18, 19, 23
Charlide (newspaper) 13
educational opportunities 11, 19
HAZ 10–11
Herzliah Society of Zionist Youth: see
Herzliah Society of Zionist Youth (Lemberg)
Lauterpacht family and 9
Henek Uel as gynaecologist in 12–13
move to (c. 1910) 11, 17–18
themes 132, 164–5
in the US (1949 for operation on ear) 331
Lauterpacht, Sabina (Sabka) (HL’s sister) (SL) and Marcelle (Czeck) Gelbard (MG) assimilation 12
hiding the Christmas tree 13
use of Polish 13
birth of SL (Zółkiew) 12
daughter (Inka): see Katz, Inka lifestyle 12
marriage 11
MG and Gelbard family as lawyers 11, 12, 13
photograph of Plate 3
taken by Germans (18 August 1942) 208, 210
'The Law of Nations and the Punishment of War Crimes' (1944)
INDEX

Lemberg (Lvów/Lviv) (cont.) occupation
German forces (1941–2) 100–1, 175, 209–11
Soviet forces (1939–41) 100–1, 175, 209
Shahei 11, 19, 21–2
Lemberg University
boycott by Jewish students 23–4
HL’s attendance at 9, 14, 15
certificate from (26 April 1917) 15
uncertainty relating to final examinations/graduation 15
numerus clausus/closure to Jews 12–13, 15, 16, 21
Li-Liang, Yuen 303–4, 306–7, 336, 357
Lassitzyn, Oliver J. 348–9
Logan, Douglas 84, 86
London School of Economics and Political Science: see LSE; LSE Archives; LSE and HL (1923–37)
Longmans AD and 68–9
Annual Digest and 59–1, 57
bombing and loss of Oppenheim stock 146
Private Law Sources and 47–8
Lothian, Lord (1882–1940) 105, 114, 120
Lourie, Arthur 184
LSE
ADM and 40–1
Contributions to International Law and Diplomacy series 56, 68–9
evacuation to Cambridge 102–3
as Fabian institution 40–1
Fry Library of International Law 40–1, 45
grant to AD 68–9
Houghton Street building 40–1
Institute of International Studies, proposal for 47
international law and 40–1
staff numbers 40 n. 6
student numbers 40 n. 6
LSE Archives x, 59 n. 40, 59 n. 41
LSE and HL (1923–37)
assistant lecturer (1927–33) 57–9
coaching in international law 40 n. 8
election as Professor of International Law 5–6
HL leaves with regret
HL’s affection for/gift to (1930) 99
HL’s difficulty in paying fees 40
Lecturer (1933–5) 59
lectures/lecture notes 59, 426–7
LLD
ADM’s support 45
application for (1924)/meeting the qualifying requirements 45
awarded (1925) (Private Law Sources) 45
thoughts of (1922) 32
opens discussion on ‘Westlake and International Law of Today’ (1925) 46
photograph of 1923–4 class Plate 8
proving his worth 424
Reader (1935–7) 59
reasons for HL’s choice of 38–9, 40–1
research students class
ADM and HL discuss possible changes 46–7
publication of Transactions 47
‘Revision of the Laws of War’ (lecture, 2 February 1953) 359
salary 91–2
Sociology Club membership 38
Lvów/Lviv: see Lemberg (Lvów/Lviv)
Lyons, Gladys (GL) and Bernard 69, 212, 276, 426–7
take EL to pantomime 426–7
MacGibbon, lain 97
McKinnon Wood, Hugh 128
Mackintosh, James 128
McKinnon Wood, Hugh 128
MacLeish, Archibald, Rede Lecture in Cambridge (‘a poor show’) 207
McNair, Arnold Duncan (Lord McNair) (ADM)
career
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case
Ammo case 41–2
Cambridge Professor of Comparative Law (1945–6) 41
Committee chairmanships 201
decision not to seek re-election (1954) 373
European Court of Human Rights (President) (1959–65) 41–2
ICJ: election to (1946) 41, 283; following retirement from 379 n. 8; President (1952–5) 41; role of separate opinions 391
ILA and Grotius Society, hopes for improving 179
international law: development of interest 41; importance of teaching 179
Liverpool University Vice-Chancellor (1937–45) 41, 82
LSE 40–1
not an anima naturaliter philosophica 41–2, 52
Opinion on Latin Monetary Union 51
qualification as solicitor and (1917) barrister 41
Whewell Chair 41, 82
family 41
John McNair (son) 194
photograph of Plate 8
publications
‘Effect of War on Contracts (including Frustration)’ (Grotius Society, September 1941) 179

492
INDEX

Law Officers’ Opinions (1956) 41–2
Law of Treaties (1961) (2nd ed.) (ADM) 41–2
Legal Effects of War 41, 173, 179, 243
Oppenheim; see Oppenheim

McNair, Arnold Duncan (Lord McNair)
[ADM] and HL
ADM advises against political involvement (February 1946) 46, 72–3, 148
against The Development of International Law by the International Court 399
against use of ‘norm’ as too highbrow 49
on how to retire from Bar practice 356
on school for EL 248
to take silk 324
ADM asks for a bit of HL’s Walnut tobacco 218
ADM asks HL to read prize essays for which HL can’t find the time (1937) 85
ADM congratulates HL on ILC treaties report 358–9
ADM encourages AL to concentrate on theory/research 49–50
ADM expects RL to telephone on return from US (September 1942) 215, 218
ADM expresses concern about HL’s family 43
ADM gives HL copy of Whewell’s will 82 n. 1
ADM has HL in mind for post at putative Institute of International Studies 47
ADM helps find holiday accommodation 233
ADM makes ‘all reserves’ on ‘The Covenant as Higher Law’ 78–9
ADM offers financial help 41–2, 47–8, 51
ADM offers practical advice following HL’s ICJ election 378
ADM praises ‘Principles of International Organisation’ 243
ADM reassures him over failure to get directly involved in WWII 104
ADM reflects on WWII prospects 179
ADM sells lease of 6 Cranmer Road to HL 90
ADM suffers hard times (September 1940) 107
ADM suggests modifying approach to BYIL 284
ADM supports HL’s decision to go to US (1940/1941) 105, 158
HL’s election to the ICJ 373
HL’s election to Whewell Chair 82, 84, 85–6
HL’s LLD application 43
ADM thanks HL a ‘very brilliant student’ 40, 42
ADM to meet RL on arrival in Liverpool (February/April 1943) 225, 226
ADM visits HL at Cranmer Road 145, 175, 185, 191, 193, 231
ADM writes to HL 45 n. 19, 46–7, 49–52, 178–9
ADM/HL
ADM as ‘acquaintance’ 191
discuss committee to consider ways of remedying underuse of ICJ 444–48
ADM as member 418
extensiveness of correspondence 43–4
holidays together 399
importance of relationship 41, 43–4, 424
walks on the Coton footpath/to Comberton 43, 201, 215
HL attends ADM’s international law course (1923–4) 44
HL ‘commisions’ (1937) Recognition in International Law 84–5
HL dedicates The Function of Law to ADM 43–4
HL finds ADM ‘cordial’ (March/April 1942) 185
‘looking much better’ (July 1941) 175
slightly lame 215
vigorou as ever 201
‘well but tired’ (February 1941) 145
HL submits ideas for Private Law Sources 44
HL’s ‘ideal marriage’ 36 n. 11
McNairs at Cranmer Road Plate 19
RL makes sandwiches 43
McNairs welcome HL and RL to The Hague (1955) 43, 379
RL’s first meeting with (1923) (and her dishevelled appearance) 42–3
RL’s friendship with Lady McNair 43
RL’s memories 42–3
McNair, Marjorie death 43
friendship with RL 43
Malkin, William
comments on HL’s memorandum on neutrality 144–5
consultation by HL
HL’s visit to US (1940) 104–5
HL’s visit to US (1941) 160
Oppenheim, vol. n 104
Whewell appointment and 87
Mandates (including HL’s writings on) see also South West Africa Hearings of Petitioners
(HL’s separate Opinion); South West Africa Voting Procedure (HL’s separate Opinion)
The Interpretation of Article 18 of the Mandate for Palestine (1939) 98–9
INDEX

Mandates (including HL’s writings on) (cont.)
Mandates under the League of Nations (Das völkerrechtliche Mandat in der Satzung des Völkerbundes (PhD thesis)) 24, 27
White Paper (1939) (MacDonald White Paper), Jewish Agency’s request for interpretation 99
oral hearings vs written submissions 395, 396

Manual of Military Law (Part III) (1929 as revised 1944) 269–70, 360–2
Manual of Military Law (Part III) (1950–6) 360–72
‘a substantial undertaking’ 360
HL and War Office differ over ‘assistance’ 371–2
Draper and 360
nuclear/atomic weapons and 362–4
Oppenheim and 360
superior orders (Chapter 14) 269–70, 360–2
Marburg (Philips University), HL’s application for admission to (1922) 28
marriage, effect of failure to go through civil process 9, 15
Maxwell Fyfe, David (Lord Kilmuir) 264, Plate 14
Melnant, 15, 211, 268
Mervyn Jones, J. 236, Plate 15
minorities
Zionism and 6–7
Zionism, HL’s support for and 6–7
Minority Rights in Upper Silesia, request for HL’s views on continuation of rights after expiry of treaty 80–1
Modern Law Review Editorial Committee 99
Monckton, Walter 313–15, 317, 320–2, 327, 328
Mootham, Orby Howell 46, 59–60
in Rangoon 60 n. 44
Morgenstern, Felice 97, Plate 20
Motza brick works 28, 39
nationalisation/treatment of property of aliens 292, 351–2
see also Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case
‘The Nationality of Denationalized Persons’ (1948) 288
opinion on German denationalisation law (1941) for Intergovernmental Committee for Refugees (March 1948) 288–90
for UK Attorney-General 299
nationality issues (HL) 18, 38
neutralities: see Oppenheim; war and neutrality, laws of
Nevins, Allan 147, 166, 184, 216
Niemeier, Gerhardt 302 n. 61, 438
Nizam of Hyderabad: see Hyderabad case (June–October 1948)
Noel-Baker, Philip 78, 71, 72–3, 87, 243–4
Norwegian Fisheries case (HL’s views on) 354
Norwegian Loans case (HL’s separate Opinion) awaiting the written pleadings 398–9
exhaustion of local remedies rule 402, 403
Optional Clause
domestic jurisdiction reservation ‘as determined by itself’ 386–7, 398, 403–4
reciprocity requirement 402
Notedehm case 383–4
nuclear/atomic weapons, HL’s views on legality of 343
Beckett’s response to 343
circumstances justifying use 342
international supervision of 342
Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons and 343
Manual of Military Law 362–4
necessity/self-defence 343
Oppenheim 341, 362–4
use and production of distinguished 342
Nuremberg trial/London Charter (1945) and HL Plate 14
see also Holocaust and HL’s family
assists in drafting of UK presentations 274–7, 413–14
‘a ridiculous case’ 276
GL types under pressure 276
HS’s closing speech 278, 293–6
HS’s final thanks 297
HS’s opening speech 277
assists in preparation of US indictment 271–2, 277
British concerns about outcome 295–6
British War Crimes Executive, appointment to (1945) 272–3
charges against humanity 273–4
criminal responsibility of States/retroactivity issues (Art. 6) 273–4, 277
HL gives public lecture in Cambridge (4 December 1946) 277–8
but no article 298
HL’s concerns about added workload 267 n. 5
HL’s presence final judgment 297
opening session 275, 277
judgment 297
release of convicted war criminals by US, protests against 346–8
remuneration (or lack of) 323
superior orders (Art. 8) 270
UNWCC, preliminary steps towards 270–1
war of aggression 277
O’Connell, Daniel 97, Plate 20
Old Schools 95
### INDEX

**Oppenheim**  
*see also war and neutrality, laws of*  
HL helps ADM with 47, 48, 51  
loss of stock due to bombing 146  
a new edition of both volumes 2, 399  
working on (February 1938) 414  
reasons for undertaking 164–5  
royalties 164–5  
Volume 1 (Peace) (5th edition) (1935), reprinting delay because of paper shortages 186  
criminal responsibility of States 273–4  
‘I must be rid of’ 267, 278  
returns to work on post-Nuremberg 265, 278, 390  
Volume II (disputes, war and neutrality) (5th edition) (1935)  
hard at work on 75  
Kellogg–Briand Pact (1928) 75, 76  
laws of war, continuing need for 76–8  
preface 75–8  
scope of HL’s work on 75  
Volume II (disputes, war and neutrality) (6th edition) (1940) 104  
HL’s interleaved copy goes astray/turns up 147–8, 151  
new edition ‘not needed’ 186  
‘on every American warship’ 239  
‘stocks exhausted . . . a new edition’ 238, 239  
Volume II (disputes, war and neutrality) (6th edition, revised) (1944)  
ADM’s *Legal Effects of War* and 243  
drawing a line under it 243  
HL appreciates what EL says about it 241:  
and plans his own big treatise 241  
‘proofs pour in’ 246–8  
ready ahead of schedule/sent to the printer 242, 244  
‘reprint from standing type’ 241  
‘starts on’ 152: but it proceeds slowly 152, 157  
US Selective Service Act 1941, problems related to 241  
Volume II (disputes, war and neutrality) (7th edition)  
Chapter VII enforcement action 344–5  
Korean conflict, legal status 344–5  
Manual of Military Law (Part III) (1950–6) and 360  
nuclear/atomic weapons 341, 362–4  
preface 248  
Oppenheim, Lassa Francis Lawrence 83  
biographical details 83 n. 7  

---

**Optional Clause** (Art. 36, ICJ Statute)  
*Aerial Incident* (HL’s joint dissenting Opinion)  
410–11  
participation in San Francisco Conference, relevance 410  
PCIJ declarations (Art. 36(5), ICJ Statute)  
‘manifestly absurd or unreasonable’ 411  
object and purpose 410–11  
outline of provision 410  
‘still in force’ 410–11  
treaty providing for reference to PCIJ (ICJ Statute compared) 411–12  
reciprocity requirement 402, 405–6  
*Right of Passage* 405–6  
timing 405–6  
unilateral termination at any time 405  

Optional Clause reservations  
*see also compulsory jurisdiction of international tribunals/ICJ*  
compatibility with object and purpose of Art. 36 405  
domestic jurisdiction  
*Right of Passage* 405  
treatment of property of aliens (ICGA) opinion 297  
domestic jurisdiction ‘as determined by itself’ (‘automatic reservation’) (HL’s views)  
acceptable reservations (*Rights of Passage*) 406  
acceptance/rejection by judicial colleagues 404. *Military and Paramilitary Activities* 404 n. 49  
*Interhandel* 404  
Norwegian Loans 386–7, 398, 403–4  
future disputes, limitation to 405  
HL’s views on (general) 406  
impact 386–7, 398  
PCIJ, HL’s LNU memorandum on 72  

*ordre public/public policy (Guardianship of Infants)* 408  

food parcels from 224–5  
present to 228  

Palestine, General Assembly’s handling of partition, HL’s opinions on 300  
Palestine, Mandate for: *see* mandates (including HL’s writings on)  
Parker, Hubert L. 327  
PCA, appointment of Jessel (1950) 413  

PCIJ  
judicial function 53–4  
optional clause (Art. 36)  
*Aerial Incident* 410–11  
automatic succession to ICJ 411  
HL memorandum on 72
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Peace Act 1934 72–9, 253 n, 428

Peaceful Change – The Legal Aspect (1937) 302

Pearce Higgins, A. 71, 83, 93–4

Peter II, King of Yugoslavia (1934–45), HL’s responsibility for education of 217–20, 224

the difficulties thereof 226, 228

Phillimore, HJ (Harry) 293–6

Phillips, Godfrey 326

Pinto, Christopher

Politic, Nicholas 192–3

Politis, Nicholas 192

Porter, George (Lord Porter) 265

Porty, Christopher 97

Playfair, Edward W. 371–2

Poland, HL’s relationship with

articles for Polish newspapers (including Nowy Dziennik) 17, 23

boycott of Polish universities by Jewish students 23–4

devolution of zloty (1926) 39–40

ILA meeting (1926), attendance at 17, 21

Polish nationality 18, 38

Polish passport 18, 38

Polish, use of 17–18, 21

‘Polishness’ 17–18

termination of connection (1919) 17, 18

War Crimes Committee and 204, 206

politics, HL’s avoidance of 46, 72–3, 132–3, 428, 429

see also Zionism and HL

Politis, Nicholas 192, 195

Porter, George (Lord Porter) 259, 261, 324

positivism

hierarchy of sources and 54–5

negative effects 54

sovereignty doctrine and 54, 56, 63–4

Power, Eileen 88

practice at the Bar

see also Anglo-Iranian Oil Company case;

continental shelf, HL’s views/opinions on; Corfu Channel case; Gulf oil concessions (Qatar, Dubai and Abu Dhabi), HL’s opinions on; Hydrabad case (June–October 1940); Joyce case; Kuwait Oil Company oil concession (1934) (HL’s opinion of 14 March 1949); Nuremberg trial/London Charter (1945) and HL

appearance before international tribunal (Abu Dhabi case, 1951) 328

attractions of 265

considers giving up on election to ILC 356

eyearly steps

ADM encourages/offers financial help 42, 47, 51, 73–4, 79

call (1936) 42

to Gray’s Inn (1928) 42, 73–4

Finals, preparation for/results 73–4, 79

friendly rivalry [Jenks] 74

Part I 73–4

earnings 323, 326

learning from experience 323

opinions

Adelaide Star 290–1

on captured Red Cross personnel (1944) 247–8

effect of Allied Military Government and Allied Control Council laws on persons deprived of German nationality (Intergovernmental Committee for Refugees) 288–90

effect of Security Council recommendations (20 July 1948) 397–12

on French nationalisation measures (ICGA) (1946) 297

General Assembly’s handling of Palestine partition 300

German denationalisation law (1941) 288–90, 299

on position of English private bank in event of invasion and occupation 353

R v. Bittrell, ex parte Kuenneke 292–3

Vitiana case (April 1949) 328–9

retirement from 265

silk 324, Plate 18

prescription (Certain Frontier Lands [HL’s dissenting Opinion]) 412

burden of proof 413

Preuss, Lawrence 147–8, 151, 152, 243–4

grouny about wartime England 241–2

‘Principles of International Organisation’, paper prepared for the London Committee (1945); see international organisation, HL’s views on

private international law, Private Law Sources (1927) and 55

Private Law Sources (1927) 45–9

see also general principles of law as source of international law (383) PCIJ Statute) (including private law analogies)

ADM comments on proofs 48, 51, 52

ADM’s foreword 52

delay due to work on Oppenheim 47

digest or treatise? 53–6

filling the gaps 54, 56

finances 42, 47–8

£50 LSE grant 48

general principles of law recognised by civilised States (383) PCIJ Statute) and 53–4

HL outlines ideas to ADM 44

HL’s preface 52–6

judicial interpretation, role 63–4

Koskenniemi on 56 n. 33

as LLD doctoral thesis (1925) 45

outline for publicity purposes 48

positivism and 54, 56

publication in LSE Contributions to International Law and Diplomacy series 56
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More information
INDEX
reviews
ADM’s accolade 56–7
AJIL (Brown Scott) 57
BYIL (Beckett) 57
CLJ (Winfield) 57 n. 37
scope
private international law, exclusion 55
private rights under public international law, exclusion 55
relationship between international and municipal law, exclusion 55
a second edition (1957)? 399
theoretical approach (Part 1) 56
private and public law
distinguishability (Guardianship of Infants) 406–7, 408
morality of the law and 420
publishing costs 59–1
Quincy Wright, Philip
reviews
An International Bill of the Rights of Man (1945) 236
Recognition in International Law (letter to HL) 299–300
Radzinowicz, Leon 90–1
Rappard, William Edward 195–6, 239
recognition
of China 332–8
correspondence with Beckett 336–8
HL’s exchange of letters with the London Ambassador of Nationalist China 335–6
HL’s letter to The Times (6 January 1950) 332–5
US action in Formosa 337–8
consequences of non-recognized 332
diplomatic relations distinguished 334
of Israel de facto 306
legal duty to recognize? 332–3, 336
importance of non-recognition doctrine and 336, 337–8
Stimson doctrine 337–8
legal principles governing [recognition of revolutionary government]
Beckett requests HL’s support for Foreign Office policy 336
declaratory nature 333
Hyde 334
premature recognition 333
’statlehood’ requirements and 333
‘will of the nation substantially decreed’ 333–4
willingness to fulfil international obligations 334
US practice 333–4, 336, 337–8
legality of action in Formosa and Korea compared 337–8
withdrawal of recognition as consequence 335
Recognition in International Law (1947)
ADM ‘commissions’ (1937) 84–5
The Arantzazu Mendi and 98
delay in publication 98
reconsideration (December 1942) ‘out of cold storage’ (October 1943) 221, 235, 239
‘in need of improvement’ 242, 244
influence on British Government 85
manuscript deposited with George Finch 227
‘my big book’ 239
‘ready for the printer’ 267
recognition of states, governments and belligerency (US lectures) 116
reviews of 299–300
revisions/articles
‘Implied Recognition’ (BYIL article, 1944) 242
Part I (‘Recognition of States’) (Yale Law Journal) 244–245
a second edition (1957)? 399
WWI interrupts publication 85
Reports of International Arbitral Awards (RIA4)
304–5
reservations to the Optional Clause: see
Optional Clause reservations
‘Revision of the Statute of the ICJ’ (1955) see also ICJ, HL’s reflections on causes of
inactivity and proposals for revision of Statute (1956)
a troublesome and dangerous venture 386
academic/professional world’s lack of interest 387
Court’s attitude towards 387
changes to Court’s Rules of procedure and 386 n. 17
publication (2002) 386 n. 17
despatch to the Court (2 September 1955) 392
HL offers to obtain it for ADM 418
HL’s cautious approach 387
political difficulty of securing any
modification 387
reservations to Optional Clause 386–7
scope 387
as a time-filler 386
Right of Passage, preliminary objections to
jurisdiction 404–6
Robbins, Colonel and Mrs Tommy (lodgers)
(and Swiss housekeeper)
Colonel R
appears at dinner in uniform 222
celebrates birthday 225
INDEX

Robbins, Colonel and Mrs Tommy (cont.)
‘enchanted with RL and EL’ 202
‘has some lovely liquor’ 151
HL advises RL on how to treat in New York 199–200
‘jolliest fellow imaginable’ 200
‘a perfect gentleman’ 174
weighs 17 stone 194
David Robbins joins up 206
gifts
Dunhill pipe and tobacco bowl 221
food parcel from Montreal 220
plant garden 216
ivory chess set 211, 212
on holiday 198–9
‘if only they would remain’ 154, 160, 170
definitely leaving 199 no changes yet
(January 1943) 222–3
Gasters drop out as possible replacement
200, 201
‘have gone’ (May 1943) 229
‘inconvenient for Tommy’ 222
Mrs R. postpones departure 200, 201,
202–4, 205, 206
staying on? 219–20
‘still here – leaving before long’ (January
1942) 224
‘will be here over Christmas (1942),
January and February . . . ‘ 220
London mansion belonging to 208
look after HL
‘like an aunt’ 153–4
when unwell 138
merits of 146–7, 164, 165, 174, 197, 225
Agnes the cook 191–2, 197, 199, 201, 208,
225
‘most loyal couple’ 219–20
‘most welcome couple’ 91
Mrs R. (Nora)
celebrates birthday 222
does not like King Peter 226
has her supper on a tray 205
helps in garden 152, 162
‘manages everything’ 185–6, 193, 202,
207–8, 220
prepares for Easter Sunday 192
Vitzi the cat 231, 428
Robert, Richard 29, 30, 32–3
Robinson, Jacob 335
Roman law
HL studies in 15
as source of general principles of law 53,
56
Rosenne, Shabtai 286–7
Roth, Joseph, recollections of HL. 19–21,
27
Royal Institute of International Affairs:
see Chatham House (RIIA)

Selle, Georges 356–7
Schreuer, Christoph x, 26 n. 1
Schwarzenberger, Georg
professorial appointment, difficulties over
370–1
Schwebel, Stephen W
AIJ and 70, 384–5
career 97 n. 27
HL discusses appointments to PCA 413
request to work as HL’s ICJ ‘clerk’ 391–2
as student of HL/HL’s expectations of 97,
345–6
Schwind, Ernest 27
Security Council recommendations (UN
Charter, Art. 37(2) and 39), effect (HL’s
opinion on, 20 July 1948) 307–12
Caffé Channel and 310–11
domestic jurisdiction (UN Charter, Art. 2(7))
and 311
measures by armed forces of Member States
(UN Charter, Arts. 42 and 43) and 311–12
measures not involving the use of armed
force (UN Charter, Art. 41) and 311–12
provisional measures (UN Charter, Art. 40)
and 311
Segal, Simon 192, 195, 231 n. 1, 262–3, 345–6
Selwyn Lloyd 375–6
Sereni, A. P., HL’s support for 287–8
settlement/compromise, role 74, 415
Shaheı̈ (Lemberg) 11, 19, 21–2
Sharrett/Shertok, Moshe 40
Shawcross, Hartley William (HS)
see also Joyce case; Nuremberg trial/London
Charter (1945) and HL, assists UK
Attorney-General (Sir Hartley
Shawcross) in drafting presentations
HL’s assistance to 272–3, 274–7, 280–3,
292–7, 299
photograph of Plates 14–15
seeks HL’s views on the status of Korean
conflict 344
supports HL
application for silk 296
letter to Robert Jackson on release of war
criminals 346, 348
Simpson, Brian, views on HL’s contribution to
human rights 257
Smith, H. A. 83–4, 171–2, 195, 196
social justice, HL’s concern for 20–1
South West Africa Hearings of Petitioners (HL’s
separate Opinion) 394–6
issue 394
majority opinion 394–5
‘meticulous and balanced’ 395
question to the Court 394
scope 395
‘persistent attitude of non-cooperation’ 395

498
INDEX

South West Africa Voting Procedure (HL’s separate Opinion) 388–91
acceptability to ICJ colleagues 390
background 388–9
Fitzmaurice’s approval 390–1
as HL’s initiation into judicial role 389
HL’s view of judicial role and 389
legal effect of General Assembly resolutions 389–90
question to the Court 389
‘under heavy pressure’ 389
sovereignty doctrine
Certain Frontier Lands 412
disputed documents vs unchallenged administrative authority over time 412–13
HL’s thoughts on 54
positivism and 54, 56, 63–4
State practice and 54
‘Sovereignty over Submarine Areas’ (BYIL 1950) 328
‘Sovereignty and the Rights of Man’ (Hebrew University, 1950) 339
Spanish nationalist government
Briefly’s view of 98
HL’s view of 98
Squire Law Library 93–4
HL’s tries to keep holdings up to date 427
photographs of international lawyers 93–4
Room No. 7, HL’s use of 93–4
staff (Ellis Lewis, Staines and Bulldog Hill) 94
Staines, Clarence (Senior Assistant Librarian, Squire Law Library, 1931–60) 94
a ‘tranquil and studious atmosphere’ 94
Stammler, Radolf 25, 28
State immunity, Inter-departmental Committee on (1930–1)
absolute immunity as starting point 339
Committee’s failure to reach agreement on alternative 340
UK’s strict approach to 340
diplomatic immunity 341
HL joins Committee 339
HL’s memorandum (published as ‘The Problem of Jurisdictional Immunities of Foreign States, BYIL 1951) 340
interim report (unpublished) 340
HL’s reservations 340
membership 339–40
restricted immunity
European Convention on State Immunity (1972) 341
HL’s preference for 340
UK State Immunity Act 1978 341
Tass News Agency case as trigger 339–40
State practice, sovereignty doctrine and 54
State responsibility for crimes against foreigners, HL’s views on (1932) 71
Stein, Leonard, Political Secretary of World Zionist Organization (1920) and President, Anglo-Jewish Association (1939–40) 194, 206
Steinberg, Michael (MS) and Gittel (GS) (RL’s parents)
children’s achievements 28–9
see also Ambache, Leah (RL’s sister)
correspondence with HL 10, 33–5
emigration from Russia to Palestine (1882) 28
financial losses following destruction of Motza factory 39
grandchildren (Suzy and Aura) 28–9
GS joins MS in Palestine 28
Motza brick works 28
destruction by Arabs 39
MS attends RL’s marriage 35–6
MS dies (4 January 1949) 323–4
MS as founder of Hadera settlement 28
MS as joiner 28
MS in South Africa 28
RL ‘“as apple of their eye”’ 34
RL visits
November 1945–March 1946 279
December 1949–January 1949 323–4
RL’s engagement and 32–3
approval of Zvi Hareven (RL’s brother) (1 January 1923) 33
Steinberg, Rachel: see Lauterpacht, Hersch (HL) and Rachel Steinberg (RL)
Lauterpacht, Rachel, née Steinberg (HL) and Rachel Steinberg (RL); Lauterpacht, Rachel, née Steinberg (1900–89) (wife of HL) (RL)
Steinig, Leon
best man at marriage of HL and RL 35–6, 237
photograph of Plate 5
BYIL article 237
Strisower, Leo (1857–1931)
career details 26 n. 5
doctorate examiner 27
subjects of international law 25
superior orders, HL’s recommendations
British Military Manual (1944 revisions) 269–70, 350–2
British Military Manual (pre-1944), criticisms of 269
general endorsement of HL’s views 269, 270
‘The Law of Nations and the Punishment of War Crimes’ (1944) 268–9
Nuremberg Charter (1945) and 270

499
INDEX

Survey of International Law in relation to the Work of Codification of the ILC (1948) and HL
302–5
attribution to (1964) 304
completion 306–7
ILC’s use of 304
New York ‘not conducive’ to preparation of 304
recruitment of 303–4
scope 304

Treaties (ILC rapporteurs)
Briefly (1949–51) 355, 358
Fitzmaurice 359
HL 358–9
ADM congratulates on report 358–9

Treaty Compliance (Guardianship of Infants)
effect of legislation (objective test) 407
Ordre public/public order 408

treaty interpretation
‘manifestly absurd or unreasonable’ 411
object and purpose test 410–11
ordinary meaning/clear terms 410–11
private law sources and 55

South West Africa Hearings of Petitioners 396
Trevelyan, G. M. 138–9, 185

Trinity College and EL
entrance/a scholarship
‘a trial run’ 266
Harrow leaving scholarship 266–7
you and I proceeding to the commemoration dinner together’ 266
expenses of 266–7

Post-entry, HL’s ambitions for EL
‘a starred first, the Whewell scholarship, Jennings post . . . ’ 307
EL’s good first year results 307
‘first year will be decisive’ 266–7

‘following in his Dad’s footsteps’ 230, 266
‘I am much worried . . . this is grossly inadequate’ 278–9
‘my human right to determine for myself’ 278–9

Trinity College and HL
dinner menus (April 1942) 194, 196–7
dinner a shadow of its former self’ 185, 197
entertains guests 198–9, 201, 202, 206, 216, 232–3
‘expensive but not too expensive’ 206
Fellowship (1945) 90
HL continues to dine and drink port during WWII 109
as member of Foundation (1938) 90
rooms in 90, 93–4, 425–6

Turkenkopf, Deborah (later Lauterpacht)
(‘HL’s mother’) (DT)
see also Lauterpacht, Aron (AL) and Deborah Turkenkopf (‘HL’s parents’)
birth (Złótkiew) 12
death of sister 12–13
retention of maiden name 9

Turner, W. J. Cecil
HL consults 191
‘not too bright’ 139
shrewd investor 139–40
wife and family evacuated to US 139–40
Mrs ‘T. returns 201–2, 203

Ufel, Amy (wife of Mundig)
death (2002) 12 n. 6
meeting and marriage to UM in native Scotland 12 n. 6

Ufel, Henek (DT’s nephew)
death (Holocaust) 12–13
education (France) 12–13
as gynaecologist (Lemberg) 12–13

Ufel, Max (DT’s nephew) (Max), ‘as very medium lawyer’ 12–13

Ufel, Mundig, aka Mundek (DT’s nephew) (MU)
as dentist
in England 12 n. 6
in Paris 12–13
in Polish Army (Scotland) 12 n. 6
marries AU 12 n. 6

Ukrainian, use of in Złótkiew 17–18, 23

UN Convention on Civil and Political Rights (1966) 263–4

UN Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966) 263–4

UN Human Rights Commission (UNHRC) see also human rights, HL’s advocacy;
An International Bill of the Rights of Man (1945) (‘the book’)
INDEX

British exclusion of HL 257−8
appointment of ‘gifted amateur’ (Charles Dukes) and 258
Beckett’s objection to 257−8
British opposition to individual petition on
UN Charter, Art. 27) (domestic jurisdiction) grounds 259
declaration vs bill 257, 259−61, 262−3
HL attends meeting (June 1948) 306−7
UN War Crimes Commission (UNWCC); see
International Commission for Penal Reconstruction and Development
(Cambridge Commission); Nuremberg trial/London Charter (1945) and HL
United States, HL’s missions (general)
see also Anglo-American relations;
Lauterpacht, Rachel, née Steinberg (1900−89) [wife of HL] (RL), in the US
(1940−3)
British Embassy/Ambassador and 105, 114,
120, 189
contacts/networking
1944−2 (report to Gaselee, 30 March 1942)
185, 186−90
American Political Science Association
(1941) 187
Atlantic City 184, 187
Biddle, Francis: see Biddle, Francis
Boston Foreign Policy Association 187
‘higher judicial officers’ 187
Jackson, Robert: see Jackson, Robert H
keeping them up 191
range of ‘lecture’ activities 116, 143−4
State Department Legal Adviser’s staff 187
teachers of international law 143, 187
finances
Ann Arbor pays 130
Cambridge stipend continues 173
Carnegie Endowment honorarium and 104, 122−3
Clipper costs 125
Colorado University (1948) 306
decides not to visit EL in camp 177
EL’s prize money helps 198
exchange controls 158, 164, 186, 203
HL transmits money from the UK 191
HL’s accommodation 121, 125, 126
‘how the money goes’ 122
a job for RL 155−6, 157−8, 159, 164, 171,
186, 197, 202, 221−2
Northfield disappoints 128−9
a posh train 127
RL’s accommodation 125−6, 128, 155
teaching post? 193
turns down invitation to Winnipeg
(‘expenses only’) 126
Wellesley salary 148, 50, 173

Yale evacuation scheme and 104, 155,
157−8
immigration requirements 122, 127, 160, 167,
173
US selection draft and 183
as substitute for military service 100, 101
support for
academic colleagues 105, 115, 130, 190
ADM 105, 158
Foreign Office 104−5, 173, 190
US Ambassador, HL meets legal adviser to
155
United States, HL’s missions – Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace
visiting professorship (1940−1) 103−35
journey home (16 to 29 January 1941)
back in Cambridge 138−9
by Clipper to Lisbon 120, 125, 130, 136−7
unhappy in Lisbon 137, 138
journey out (21 September to 6 October
1940) 105−14
arrival (3 October 1940) 112−13
asthma, a change of clothes and a
much-needed bath 111
convoy 110−11: departs 111−12
EL plays cards with a bunch of girls 110
EL sleeps in trousers and collar 109
HL and EL play chess 109, 110
HL reads America in Midpassage 109
and HL teaches it to the other children
110
it’s the Scythia 108
King’s speech (23 September) 109−10
Liverpool customs and immigration 107
news of sinking of The City of Benares
109−10
pen-portraits of the passengers 112
protects passports 111
RL knits and shows maternal instinct 110
The Scythia sails 110
sea-sickness 111
shipboard troubles 108, 109, 112
washes EL’s knees 111
lecture tour (October−December 1940),
evaluation and reports 114−16, 119−20,
135
see also Universities and institutions visited
below
HL’s report to Carnegie Foundation
115−19
HL’s report to Foreign Office 141−5
object and purpose 141, 145
range of ‘lecture’ activities 116, 143−4
lecture tour (October−December 1940),
HL’s response to
‘fork and knife business’ 113−14
impact of lectures 121, 132−3
letters to RL/EL during 119−31
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United States, HL’s missions (cont.)
misses Day of Atonement 121
thanks hosts 119
tiredness 124, 131, 132, 135
workload 121, 122, 124, 125, 126, 128,
129–30
lecture tour (October–December 1940)
(subject-matter)
avoidance of politics 132–3
failure to mention in correspondence 133
international organisation post-WWII
116–17
‘Is there any international law?’ 117–18
laws of warfare in WWII 116
neutrality in and between WWI and
WWII 116
recognition of states, governments and
belligerency 116
teaching of international law
118–19, 141
Universities and institutions visited
Ann Arbor (Michigan) 119–20, 130
Baton Rouge (Louisiana) 124, 125
Charlottesville 119–20, 121: ‘low level’ of
audiences 121
Chicago 126–7, 129–30
Duke University, North Carolina 121
Harvard 131–2
Ithaca 131
Kansas 124, 125–6
Madison (Wisconsin) 129–30
Minnesota 128: ‘better than I thought’
124; enjoys a good breakfast 124; wishes
he hadn’t come 125
New Orleans/Tulane 122, 123–5
Northfields 128–9
Queens 131–2
Smith College 131–2, 196
Urbana/Champaign (Illinois) 127–8, 129–30
Winnipeg (turned down because
‘expenses only’) 126
Washington (October 1940) 114, 119–20
United States, HL’s missions – Colorado
University (June–August 1948) (with
RL) 306–7
‘easy informality’ 307
human rights lectures 307
Michigan and Illinois Universities 307
‘Realism in International Law’ 307
travel expenses, accommodation and
honorarium 306
a ‘luxurious cottage’ 307
travel out – and back (Queen Elizabeth)
306–7, 314, 317
yields to temptation of Hyderabad case
314
United States, HL’s missions – Wellesley
College, July 1941–March 1942 (Mary
Whiton Calkins Visiting Professor)
contacts (report to Gaselee, 30 March 1942)
185, 186–90
see also United States, HL’s missions
(general), contacts/networking
‘no obvious enthusiasm’ 195
‘read with keen interest’ (Gaselee’s letter
of 23 July 1942) 205–6
lecture programme
Atlantic City Conference on legal
problems in post-war planning 184,
187
Boston Foreign Policy Association 187
lecture courses at Yale and Illinois (second
semester, 1942), invitations/inability to
accept 179
proposed publication of lectures 230
unfamiliar subject (international relations)
175, 176–7, 178
negotiations and salary 148–59, 152, 173
income tax on 178, 181
plans apparently dashed 154, 156–8
all is not lost 159, 167
appointment ‘might be announced on 10
June’ 160
‘don’t tell anyone’ 177, 188
immeasurable details 174
RL’s distress 166–1, 169–70
plans firm up, ‘prepare bread and salt to
greet me’ 175
the reality
accommodation 178
boredom 183
closing stages 182
prepares lectures 175, 176–7
tiredness 177
unhappiness 178
workload 180
travel difficulties 155, 156–7, 160, 162,
166–7
a bomber? 182
the Clipper? 170, 171–3, 174
delay in finalizing 173
home (23 March 1942) 184
not a priority traveller 168, 169–70, 184
return journey 182, 183
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(1948), HL’s views on 259–61, 262–3
use of force, prohibition 3
Vallat, F. A. 362
Vienna University, HL’s studies at
as break with family and Poland 17, 100–1
date of commencement 26
finances/lifestyle
financial support from parents 9, 27
‘more money than the others’ 31
‘not a poor student’ 25
a western air 31
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graduation as
Doctor jur (13 June 1921) 26–7
Doctor rerum politicarum 27
Hochschulausschuss (Vienna University) (committee for welfare of Jewish students) (chair, 1921–2) 22, 25, 28
lifestyle, finances/lifestyle, grim living conditions 27
mediocre marks 24, 26–7
money problems 27
move to 17
political science studies 19, 24, 27
professors 26–7
reasons for decision to move to 15
residence registration card 26
Vitus case (April 1944) 328–9
von Hold-Perneck, Alexander 26–7

Wade, E. C. S. 86, 88
Walduck, Claud Humphrey Meredith (Humphrey) 328, 359, 384, 396, Plate 15
War Compensation Tribunal, HL’s proposals relating to 242–3, 248
war and neutrality, laws of
see also belligerent occupation; Inter-Allied Commission on the Punishment of War Crimes (1942); International Commission for Penal Reconstruction and Development (Cambridge Commission); Korean conflict, legal status; ‘The Law of Nations and the Punishment of War Crimes’ (1944); Manual of Military Law (Part I) (1950–6); Oppenheim collective action under UN Charter and 344–5
continuing need for 76–8
definition of war, memorandum (1933) 71–2
gaps consequent on modern conditions of warfare 77–8
laws of warfare in WWII 116, 174, 175
Lend-Lease, memorandum on abuse of by British businessmen (September 1941) 189
neutrality in and between WWI and WWII 116
nuclear/atomic weapons, legality: see nuclear/atomic weapons, HL’s views on legality of ‘Piracy in relation to the German Methods of Sea Warfare’ (memorandum for US Attorney General, 21 October 1941) 187–8
qualified neutrality (‘all aid short of war’) (memorandum for US Attorney General, 1941) 133–6, 141–3
Foreign Office comments on 144–5
Foreign Office prints 153

HL shows/gives to Cambridge colleagues 152–3, 154
safe-keeping 154
‘Revision of the Laws of War’ (LSE lecture, 2 February 1953) 359
US lectures (1940) 116
Weizmann, Chaim
possibility of giving evidence at Nuremberg requests opinions on General Assembly’s handling of Palestine partition 300
Wells, H. G. (1866–1946) 254 n. 10, 302 n. 61
Westlake, John 46, 82–3
Whewell Chair
establishment (1867) 82
holders 1869–1908 82–3
1908–37 83
ADM (1935–7) 41, 82
Jennings (1955–82) 385
‘Mc’ a patronymic appurtenant? 359
standing 82
Whewell Chair (HL) (1938–55)
see also Lauterpacht, Hersch (HL) and Rachel Steinberg (RL), homes in Cambridge (6 Cranmer Road) (1938–60/1969)
election to 17, 41
alternative candidates 83–4
election announced (13 November 1937) 85–6
electors 84
first visit to Cambridge following 86
letters of congratulation 86–8
process drags 85–6
referees 84
Faculty relations
Chair of Faculty Board of Law (1951–4) 354
as ex officio member of Faculty Board of Economics 269–9
Faculty welcome him back (March 1942) 183
lead up to (Lent and Easter Terms 1937)
ADM promotes/supports election 82, 84,
85–6
continues ADM’s lectures 82
remuneration 82
lecture and seminar schedule 89, 247–8
teaching at 95–6; American officers 245; ‘smaller classes [and not so bright students]’ 197, 235, 236, 238, 245
‘Cambridge Mafia’ 97
LLB seminars 82, 96; ‘did not materialise – no students’ 238
printed syllabus 89, 89 n. 24, 89, 96 n. 26
reports to RL on first lecture in office 89–90
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Whewell Chair (HL) (1938–55) (cont.)
lectures
Grotius Society: see Grotius Society
meetings and submission of papers to
Jewish Students Society (‘Some Problems
of the Law of War in Jewish Law’) (1943) 240
London University Law Society 217
officers training in Cambridge (1942)?
215
public lectures on ‘The Law of Nations,
the Law of Nature, and the Rights of
Man’ 221, 228, 229
research students Plate 20
resignation 379
salary 91–2
successor, choice of 385
Trinity College and 90, 93–4
see also Trinity College and HL

‘Whewell Chair’ (Squire Law Library) 93–4
Whewell, William 82 n. 1
White, Gillian, JLR and 68 n. 69
Wilbeforce, Richard 301, Plate 13
Willkie, Wendell 137, 143, 171
Winfield, Percy
invites HL to dinner 93
a neighbour 90–1, 186, 208
retires 230
reviews
Private Law Sources (CLJ 1929) 57 n. 37
Recognition in International Law (Times
Library Supplement, 30 August 1947)
290–300
Whewell election and 84, 88
Winiarski, Bohdan 198
Winstanley, Denis 138–9, 185, 202, 219–20
Woolf, Leonard (1880–1969), HL sends
condolences on death of Virginia (April
1941) 153
World Court, perceived importance of 302
World Jewish Congress [WJC]
HL’s proposed paper on War Crimes
against the Jews 246–7, 271
Minority Rights in Upper Silesia, request
for HL’s views on continuation of rights
after expiry of treaty 80–1
World Union of Jewish Students [WUJS]
Antwerp meeting (1924) 24
Einstein and 22
foundation (1924) 22
HL and 22, 24
London seat 22
Wright, Robert Alderson (Lord Wright) 296,
324

WWII and HL
see also Holocaust and HL’s family
6 Cranmer Road on war-footing 102, 138–9,
151, 185–6

coupons 175, 193, 203
fuel for the winter 217, 223
HL dislikes shopping 231
meat for the cat 231
no honey 208
no servants 208, 229, 236
walking home in black-out 241

concerns for HL’s family 102
HL’s military and other wartime service
age-bar 100, 104
HL as Home Guard/fire watcher 100,
101, 104, 139, 140, 152, 159, 197, 205,
206–7, 212, 217, 219, 221, 240, Plate 13
US missions (1940–1 and 1942) as
substitute 100, 101
war work as sublimation for anxieties
about family 101

privations
’a disturbed night . . . slightly groggy’ 206–7
difficulties suffered by colleagues 168
exchange controls prevent sending
complimentary copies of AD abroad 227
HL needs his gas mask 159
HL’s trunks lost at sea 197
international lawyers not required
171–2
Lawrence Preuss grumpy about 241–2
London in ruins 168, 170
Mrs Miniver 224
‘nobody has a holiday in England these
days’ 205
Opdenbeem, work on volume II during 104
‘too uncomfortable to go anywhere [for
Christmas]’ 238, 241
a typical day 205

progress of war
declaration 101–2
HL listens to radio on Italy/reflects on
disposal of Hitler 231: Italy capitulates
234
HL signs message of support for Russia
following German attack of 22 June
1941 175–6
HL’s hopes of early end 224, 225, 245
‘how near the abyss’ 227
McNair reflects on prospects 179
Russians ‘a gallant but trying and
unpredictable ally’ 245

Yiddish 9–10, 13

Zedek Zion
description and role 10 n. 4
HL’s revival of (1961) 10–11, 22
Ziedmann (Cricklewood grocer) 153–4.
160
504
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Zionism
19th century concept of 6
Der Judenstaat (Herzl) 6
and the foundation of the State of Israel 6–7
Zionism and HL
avoidance of Zionist politics 428
Balfour Declaration, HL’s support for/arrest 10
boycott of Polish universities by Jewish students, HL’s role 23–4
Emon (Faith) (Lemberg Humanist Gymnasium) 19
HAZ (Histadruth Agudath Academaim Zionim) (Federation of Zionist Academics), leadership role 10–11, 16, 22
Herzliah Society of Zionist Youth (Lemberg), formation by HL 10–11, 20–1, 22, 23
HL meets Martin Buber (1918) 21
Hochschulausschuss (Vienna University): see Vienna University, HL’s studies at, Hochschulausschuss (Vienna University) (committee for welfare of Jewish students) (chair, 1921–2)
membership of Jewish militia (Lemberg, 1918) 21
overview 5–7, 428

Pioneer Organization (Eastern Galicia)
letter of support from 17
vice-president/general secretary 16
protection of minorities and 6–7
a pure ideal 423
Shahei (Lemberg Humanist Gymnasium), leadership role 11, 19, 21–2
social justice and 20–1
WUJS 22
Zeirei Zion (1916), revival by HL 10–11, 22
Zionist Congress (1922), HL’s attendance at 23
Zionist Executive Committee (Eastern Galicia)
HL’s membership of 16
support for HL 6, 16
Zionist Executive Committee (London)
application for appointment in department of pioneering and immigration or culture 6: request for/absence of reply 16, 17; text 15
ideological reasons for/intention to work in Eretz Israel 6, 16
Zółkiew
birthplace of DT 12
HL, DL and SL 9, 12
changes in status 9, 17–18
Lauterpacht family move away (c. 1910) 11